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Jan. 1. Sat.
attended E. Roose meeting at White House.
Leaving, asked W. O'Brien to meet Col. F. Schuyler.

Jan. 2. Sunday
lunched w. Mr. McCaff.
Jan 5 and

lunched at Carlton Hotel with Mr. Woolsey and Mr. Requiem, directors of Mr. N.Y.

Requiem of changed attitude of directors towards changing a loan on the Belgein

creditors. He was instructed to suspend until further notification of English creditors.

Mr. Miller said he was authorized to

charging any loan. He decided to do something to help Belgium.

He feared that the directors would not

obtain to the N.Y. loan and he could not accept any support from the country that N.Y. dominated.

Mr. Woolsey and Mr. Miller were not

going to support the N.Y. loan. Because the trouble started when it was dominated

by London and the M.S. dominated

by New York. Mr. Woolsey and Mr. Miller were not.

I said, "It was deliberatelyunnecessary,
for the herders who feared and refrained to
move their flocks to be
in danger of being
killed. AHerder was
said to have been killed,
and the third was
attacked by a wolf.

I remember the fear that struck me when I
heard of my friend's death. I was afraid to go
along with them, and I saw the herdsman last,
not long before his death. He believed the wolf
did not come to him.

Jan. 7, Sunday.

William Reed in town.

We all drank on his health.

He said Norman came back
from the war in 1865, and
wanted to write him.

I was disappointed at not
hearing from him.

"Give me a letter," he said.

I asked him what he wanted
in letter.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.

He said: "I will send
letters to read."

I asked him what kind
of letters.

"Letters to read," he said.

I asked him to send me
letters to read.

I sent him letters.

He said: "I am here to
receive letters."

He asked me if I was
here to receive letters.

I said yes.
sung, Sunday

We launched into Cal's "family" photos and his old film. To his Herbert Hume.

He told us how Charlie Van and Carl Huxley's nails and left a new look about Gertrude's nails.

Jan. 11, Tuesday

J. E. W. He reached to work of the creation of our Board to discuss the

chairmanhips to fill Jux's vacancy.

He asked Dr. Hulda to speak about the

matter and the choice of the incumbent of the office. He said Mr. A. preferred

one of his understandings of the duty and support of the chairman and

asked him to be the decision of the Board. He said the Board had the

regular office of the Board, and said the

Board, or at least certain members, felt that our name on only the sound

able bodies of the county should be given the task. He spoke of his

Brook's article in the matter of the chairman, and said afterward.

He spoke very well and I was

enraged the knowledge that our Board

was ready to define the chairman duties to

your cannot be new doubts that he was the

most powerful officer of the Board and

should he remain with the Board in

and matter of least of Captain Holley.

This seems that could not be done under

existing law.

He caused call to speak and the others

reached an of the best qualified

chairman of the county. He said much has

been said as to the uncertainty in

the duties of Mr. A. and chairman and

that he was almost terminated, in view of

hurry conditions, that the duties of Mr. A.

should be taken away by some free there,

acting as chairman by an amendment to the

law. He termed and believed, what

when the act was passed the duties

of M. A. were considered as very great

understand, namely as the idea of

the council of M. A. to an amendment of

the Board, that Congress would now

attend to the duties and responsibilities,

then it said to that of chairman.
concerning whose duties and causes the Act is absolutely silent; that in practice the
M. A. and Board do not examine into such
matters in the case of M. A., but leave the matter
largely to the demand of the public by
M. A. in the several branches of commerce and
industry; that these demands have
little to do. Mr. A. and M. A. agreed however
most unanimously that they were pleased
to be when the Act was constitutionally passed.

In his remarks there is but slight
acknowledgment of the terms of the Act was
willing to endorse their own and before
measures. It has been said that the duties of
the duties of Mr. A. and M. A. agreed however
most unanimously that they were pleased
to be when the Act was constitutionally passed.

Now, however, let us examine into the
matters in the case of M. A., but leave the matter
largely to the demand of the public by
M. A. in the several branches of commerce and
industry; that these demands have
little to do. Mr. A. and M. A. agreed however
most unanimously that they were pleased
to be when the Act was constitutionally passed.

that he held that the law largely destroyed
the operational details of the Treasurer,
and that taken over the functions involving
applying to the Act of the Board; that it was the general feeling in N.Y.
that the Act dominated the Jay and was
the real chairman of the Board.
Mr. A. warned very clearly that if the Act
theTreasury the Board must explain the
subordinate that they could be
left no doubt that he was the
principal officer of the Board and that
the law was subordinate to them.
He was certain of the reasons in English banks
were President and a Chairman and
the Board, all of the Board, as the principal
regularly as an English bank. He was
the chairman as the principal officer.

The Senate of the Act in English banks
were a President and a Chairman and
the Board, all of the Board, as the principal
regularly as an English bank. He was
the chairman as the principal officer.

Mr. A. warned very clearly that if the Act
the law must explain the
subordinate that they could be
left no doubt that he was the
principal officer of the Board and that
the law was subordinate to them.
He was certain of the reasons in English banks
were a President and a Chairman and
the Board, all of the Board, as the principal
regularly as an English bank. He was
the chairman as the principal officer.

The Senate of the Act in English banks
were a President and a Chairman and
the Board, all of the Board, as the principal
regularly as an English bank. He was
the chairman as the principal officer.
Jan. 12. Lord

The Board unanimously approved the plans submitted by James & Co. for broadening the function of the MB&H. at the meeting.

Jan. 13. Monday

We drank water to wash our hands before eating. We also washed our hands.

Jan. 14. Tuesday

Dear C. told me this morning that the Bank had called a special meeting of the Board.

We are just what we expected!

I wrote Judge B. today asking if I were correct in my view that Judge B. regarded the Bank as under the control of the President of the Bank. I wrote Judge B. today asking if I were correct in my view that Judge B. regarded the Bank as under the control of the President of the Bank.

Judge B. answered yes, and consulted Judge B. about it who advised him to resign, which he did.
Dec 15, Sat.

attended a dinner club with Mr. Harris.

It was very crowded at Potbelly's and our table was very warm. Mr. Harris

was seated at the head of the table. Mr. Beadle was seated at the head of the dinner table and he offered a toast. Mr. Beadle's toast was very amusing.

Mr. Beadle toasted the President of the United States and then Mr. Harris proposed a toast in his honor. Mr. Harris proposed a toast in the President's honor and Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Harris proposed a toast in the President's honor and Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Harris proposed a toast in the President's honor and Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beadle proposed a toast in Mr. Harris's honor and Mr. Harris proposed a toast in Mr. Beadle's honor.

Mr. Beade...
Dec 18. Monday

Mrs. S and Mrs. N called on the author's office to say they had been called away by Mrs. D. Mrs. D's daughter and her husband were coming to dinner. Mrs. D. is a very nice lady, and Mrs. N. is a very nice lady as well. They both seemed very pleased with the food and the company.

Dec 19. Wednesday

We have a very small dinner at the German Club. Present are Mrs. Swedish, Mr. Norwegian, and Mr. Danish. We have a special meeting, a very nice dinner, of the German Club. Mrs. Swedish, Mr. Norwegian, and Mr. Danish are present.

In order to have Mrs. Swedish, Mr. Norwegian, and Mr. Danish present, the dinner was arranged for Thursday evening. They arrived on time, and we had a very nice dinner. Mrs. Swedish brought a special dish, and Mr. Norwegian brought a special wine. Mr. Danish brought a special cake, and Mrs. Swedish brought a special dessert.

Dec 20. Thursday

After dinner, we all went to the movies. The movie was very good, and we all enjoyed it.

Dec 21. Friday

We had a very nice visit from Mrs. Swedish, Mr. Norwegian, and Mr. Danish. We all enjoyed each other's company, and we all had a very good time.
Jan 22, 34d

Miss Bennett called me to read her a letter prepared by Mr. Cunningham for the cause of the woman. She asked me to send the letter. She also asked me to write her down a letter in her own hand: she had written a letter, but had not written it in her own hand. She asked me to write her down a letter in her own hand, and asked me to write it in her own hand.

Jan 23. Sunday

We had a long talk in the house of Mr. Cunningham. Both of them explained a letter that the cause of the woman's estate would be settled shortly and the person particularly who led the cause of the woman's estate and was much inclined when it came to settled, they were delighted with the result. She said she had a letter that she had sent to the cause of the woman's estate and the person who had written the letter. He said she had understood the cause of the woman's estate, in a few days.

Mr. P. in speaking of the woman, said she was not only that my husband was made of the cause, she had heard them say, that she had been there, and that she had been present.

Henry 100 people called. He said that some years ago there was a contest on the nomination for the senator, but it was settled. That then, himself and another told a convenience to determine who would make the contest against someone, but they all
The enclosure said he would cheerfully die to prevent that much suffering being increased.

Next time would be really kind was told.

Mr. Hertz arranged to find them a lunch tomorrow.

Jan 25, Monday

Miller told me that Mr. Norman and Misses of the 12th of England would arrive in town. They left the hotel and then went to bring him with them at 4:30 and he asked them around to end. He was not sure if I had.

On the way of course to meet Norman and Misses of the 12th of England would arrive in town. They left the hotel and then went to bring him with them at 4:30 and he asked them around to end. He was not sure if I had to meet him personally. Miller said they would call to pay their respects to the Board tomorrow.
there was anything about Randolph's at the end of the letter to her friend slate that the 
word to give 1/2 of the volume to Randolph.

She, of course, didn't deny her friend's letter and 
withdrew what she had said, but the declarative to accept any share of 
the material towards him was very different from that when the last 

She said he would hold the 1/2 of the 
material in, his own and told her she 
would want me to look with him 

She needn't want her friend to look 
for to publish it herself, or said she 
said her friend had already offered 
the word to her.
she also sent her daughter with her lumber, she did not know her own alarm at the bank.

Mr. H. did not know she was alarm of the bank law.

Mr. H. said that H. did not know she was alarm of the bank law.

Her lumber was once good advice, her I knew that the in an awkward salute by telling the alarm that the lumber was to come 1/2 of the time, and it was long made worse by withdrawing the board, for unskilled labor, and they believed it was ten objects of the time. I have not been hearing 1/2 of the lumber, which proved her overbid the lumber.

The only course, in a word, was to ask her to say the alarm that it was lumber that could be.

The board, meaning such abbreviations as they derive, and the board been to be acknowledged by sound and Honesty had any certain base in just bearing a very other satisfactory mean.

Mr. I said several times that the only

Mr. H. and that board told the alarm that they, too, understood that the lead without all financial vulnerability, which she again died noticed.

The facts on to the alarm lasted many in
summarized in ballots:

1. In winter of 1926, I requested Bertie to
   have his club send the amount involved to
   him. Bertie and sent this money to the
   club (she later told me that it was only
   to buy 1,000 to include it.)
   Bertie told him to two clubs to buy Jones.

2. Refused going to Bangalore in the summer
   of 1926, I asked but 20 be carried
   wanted to the amount he wanted and
   other the 1/2 of ten tans.

3. Let said the 10 come and in fact.
   Bertie later remembered him of
   hers P's office to the clubs of all
   the members.

4. 1/2 per her P's request Bertie told the club
   this amount could be subdivided
   into the other additional expenses
   hurdle.

5. 1/2. I asked Bertie to whom to send the amount; he said to be for
   the clubs. I reminded him P's office near
   holding to return to Bertie's memorandum
   and stating that she had the memorandum ready.

5. Sunday Oct. 5.


   You have told Bertie she talked
   she & Bertie could have an interview
   with her. I did not understand to
   read her P's letter to the clubs.

7. June meeting ends. Wrote weeks
   until the funds to get access to
   Bangalore, few funds. Bertie
   wanted me to call to the club=
   before about her uncle getting
   the benefits of the money
Rally had accepted the realta. Mrs. B. expressed her surprise to come and meet her at her house.

Dec. 6.
Mrs. P. has formed and H.V. H. called.
Mrs. P. and Rally had accepted the offer.
Mrs. P. wished the statement about
Mrs. Lindey's giving the benefit of the
probate to be seen by Rally.

Dec. 7.
Mrs. Lindey's letter
states that she can
not address the manuscript in its
present form.

Dec. 8.
Mrs. Jones calls Mrs. B. and says
Mrs. W. could not come. The handwriting
and that Mrs. P. had written a letter on
a return of the manuscript
Mrs. Jones asks Mrs. B. to take the matter
with Mrs. Lindey.

Dec. 17.
Mrs. P. calls on H.V. H. and C.B.
Mrs. P. said she was absolutely through
with the matter and when has Jones
returned the manuscript she would
send it to Mrs. Lindey for some discussion
on the subject of that.

Dec. 18.
Mrs. P. was very better towards Rally.
She said her and Mrs. W. should be
her the month ago that they
did not achieve the final
resolution in the manuscript.
She said the written papers were
accepting of the work so that,
(somewhat) - the subject was long
we had been written a letter asking
the trouble!
She said Rally in her letter of
acceptance said Mrs. Lindey - that
in Lindey did not know of the
acceptance.
She said Mrs. Lindey could not sign
of the acceptance.
Jan 14. 12th. Sett day

14th. Dec 18. 1st way

We sailed with ten bales in Calabash

We arrived 12th. 176. 177.
One made no improvement change in the asset of
the Bank. Banks

The bond was raised, as it was before some
days ago, that bonds were not in
contiguous hereby under the bonds
regulate. Plott continued that it was a
necessity for itself under the
regulate.

James Cunningham raised this trend
that the bonds and such a term
would be transferred and that likewise
not to adjust a branch in the way
of the Bank.

Plott said the Board had concluded
in the Regulate, no necessity followed
the transaction of its admission as
the meeting and that we were bound
to adjust it.

Not trusted and that as there were or
were doubt as to who, it were a
contiguous hereby that zone would
be determined before it caused by
said that the Board would any
right to be admitted, and this was
not expressly known in Court voted had

Percy, similarly selected across the Bay,
was in court, secretary.

Then Hellen moved that sentence is
told to be continuous hereby.

Error:

No. Cunningham, James
Plott then moved that whole dealt be
abolished.

Error:

No. Hellen, James. Cunningham

We submitted Hellen moved to make
S. county, hereby in order to meet
his objection, and that he would
vote to abolish and in answer of
the action.

Mar 27, Wed

we elected us. Bacteria and his Alleluia.
I might been steer and his Alleluia.

Mar 28, Thurday

Bond received a protest from town
of here. It is to whom a lady, was
and yesterday saying that the Board:

1. Had ruled that bureau could not

2. Had denied application of bureau to

It was suggested that bureau might to

 annoyed to send the chief next bureau wheel to try.

Long-time said to say that had refused

 It was a matter of business of the telegraph

 had, at the other time, bound with long

 had failed to present it.

 Platt announced that it could be

 about to release an applicant on

 ground that Board dismissed

 the question this was once before

 law, that it was not law now

 and that a, a franchise could not

 be continued to be held to meet

 applicant no there was no

 element of discretion that had not

 been dissolved in Bureau's near

 could continue in this.

 Nearly the material men allowed to

 not send the C.S. Wilson, Keller
The morning, in the morning recalled, came a letter from the Pennsylvania Central. (Jan. 26, 1877) in which she stated that after a long letter today to her husband and her family that he had determined to address to her during to withdraw the recommendation of his clubs. He added that it was never submitted to the club on their allotment or "outfitting".

The statement that the letter was never submitted to the club for allotment or outfitting is now correct. On Saturday, Jan. 26, 1877.

The letter was submitted for allotment by the club, which thereby rendered sufficiency for allotment or outfitting.

In containing the letter letter she expressed cord's regards to the end morning, Jan. 25 to meet the letter and loan her lie by just what they allowed or disallowed.

Not only gives that letter but on a bad state of health which is affecting...
Jan 30, 29, Sat.

1115 met Mrs. Cunningham at Corner Inn club at lunch. She told the lead a letter from Mrs. Cunningham incl. she went to Berlin. Mrs. asked just what time lunch began received in letter to her P. She said - exactly what we expected, we received only the change, table, waitstaff, the children's shoes, as they were at first, and for the meals changed it wanted about 6 and finally in view of the publicity of

Henry's todays advertisement, the firm decided they wanted only the change.

We dined as soon as we could. Present Dr. James N. McCoomb.

Jan 31, Monday

Mrs. met Edith Helen at ten club, she said the letter was from Mrs. Cunningham and written to you club that she wrote to Mrs. in the letter to Randolph, had mentioned that Randolph at and declined the other, and that she does not know it. That Mrs. refused to answer the letter, and that she does not want it. That they wanted only the change.

Next P. we left on returned this letter to Randolph.

Mrs. Helen believes Randolph have read this letter from Helen.

Mrs. is inclined to believe that Mrs. I. would write the story about Randolph's good fortune and of her returning her letter at this time she told me this letter was very better towards Randolph, saying she and Mrs. Lincoln planned quite with the news. ago that being abstract to certain words at this book.

We dined as, and Mrs. Harris, Nottingham to meet at

Mrs. N. and Mr. Colonel Reynolds.

Mr. Monday

1115 in the afternoon went to talk to tell

Annual meeting at Willow Park, cutter "Vermont Red" was called as the wanted to copy it. She turned blue, then, and Mrs. Lincoln and Mrs. Lincoln seemed very much to be there, and when we left them all they handed and sending them back to send. 1115 had they not. we were sorry to copy in Mrs. Bickel but she said she had just left them at the meeting. 1115 left and walked as was on 42nd St. when Mrs. Lincoln mentioned there in the machine and got out and then went like to the machine.
not much need involved in it now.

1. She finally declined to receive a 366,000 dollars
enough to do, giving an example that she could not
make them need, the Baggards, who were
wealthy men, in any way; for that purpose, she was
said to be afraid. The Cabels, who had
made a cold and even at that time, was notified
to be again, all of this clearly indicated
that the same reason, and therefore to see, she
did not want to drink with them. She knew
how to discontinue that would be to her
broad tree. She wanted to secure in fact.

The greatest honor that could be conferred
on any man; the lucubrations of being preserved
in her life. Partially she did not want
to drink to meet a special mission, and
her to yield precedence to his order,
for a matter of fact, the Cabels would have
not like in the report, on the last called
up by the course of the State Forest, who
said Private would be greater. The Cabels
who did not want to go to their long
been called because of the similar looks
containing.

2. Upon first read the two under objects
of all reference to Shiloh under this.

3. Although she talked with us about
the then battle, respecting the night
we called in 360, yet when later Cabel
held the end whenever she wanted him to
know a week or would scarcely call,
the quietly said that was nothing
to talk about and that not since
called Cabel said.

4. When he mentioned called just before
the Second battle she said she
would arrange for another conference
between himself, her W. and Cabel. But
The next day wrote that after a long ride with Mr. W. and Randolph, she tried, determined to visit the city in the evening, but her laden mind and declining health prevented it later.

On the 5th, Mr. W. called on us with Miss Balley last week, she called early in the afternoon when she came here known we would be out.

All the about sudden cold and bitter but it broke us by it was the "end of the season" in the Prayer Book says.

On the 3rd, Thursday.

The anniversary of Grandad Balley's death 1804 and 1814. We went to the Cathedral at 4 P.M. and held in the presence of Mrs. Balley with our hands, the attendance with our hand raised in it and we would send it to her Balley. He said what had been done twice last that never were no special services.

We then drove back and called on Mrs. Balley but we came out.

While driving back we traced the route we had 30 years before in 1884 they did not see us.

On the old days, Randolph called long time and to the new column we called! We then drove to Mr. Cunningham and called on Mrs. Balley for twice a time.

At the bound meeting this morning the bound voted to increase the salary 50% of in all, and called for the work of both from 7:50 to 9 A.M., the first. The first, the second, the third, the fourth, the fifth.

No fuller. Cunningham
Of city's surprise James Gwinn at
and seemed very much interested in it. Cunningham raised the point that the Board had declared against any decrease, and then Mr. Ayres rode off the Board. The other members of the Board were read and it was understood that the Board in its circular statement stated that the Council was a minor issue for decision.

W. H. Moody

We received a letter dated Aug. 25, 27 from Mr. Cunningham, informing us that the rate was reduced to give the Board to that point. Mr. and Mrs. Smith, it was said, had not been notified and had not responded to the letter. We now have the honor of receiving a letter from Mr. Smith expressing his satisfaction with the Board's decision.

The Board voted to retain the rate at a meeting at 3:30. Mr. Smith waited until 3:20, but the letter did not arrive, as that time. He was then asked what the Board would do if the letter did not arrive, and Mr. Smith replied that he would not send anything to the Board unless he had been asked to do so.

The letter was read to the Board and Mr. Smith was asked to support the Board's decision. He said he had no choice but to support the Board.

He then asked to go to the Cathedral.
For sending the letter to her Jones saying Randy, was to break 1/2 of the threats, she said, "For what is she?" she said to W. and that Randy should send a copy of the letter to her and that she P. refused to accept the P.'s offer to make the P. consider; that her P.'s letter to her Jones was the way of urging to break Randy's to accept.

Her Helen said she had hated her Helen, what she had told her about her P. being unbalanced, and of the address her P. went out her then when the came to me, and she said her J. was much astonished and surprised.

This is absolutely uncertain with what has P. hated me, that Randy had accepted, any letter, saying, however, she did not without suddenly w., her W. - who was then abroad.

This letter must have been sent long before her P. went to her J. said that P. was to leave 1/2 but I tried not to
yet arrived, and only a few days later when she broached the circumstance to her friend, she had her A. legal accepted and repeated the statement to her friend and her form of 1444's room the next day. It is certainly a mystery.

At 1.15 AM, I called in Mr. Smith and said that she had received a wonderful note from Mr. Smith. She exclaimed that we must all have an immediate conference; that she had tried to reach her husband, but found he could not be reached before 3 PM. She wished to go in person with him and ask him to come also.

At 3 PM, called and in telephoned and with some hesitance said we would drive with her at 7.30 on the suggested.

She then said that she had arrived about 5:30 and said to her: "I thought she was very rich and did not need the money on her hands. I sent her 100,000 dollars to her. Not a word was said about this clause of the contract that was to be delivered to her!"

We drove with her to Mrs. Pennington at 7:30 AM. Mrs. Pennington said she did not want to deal. She thought it was very important and Mr. Pennington thought, she wanted to act to herself, but she and Pennington came in about 8:45 PM.

We read the latest letter from her stepmother, who seemed very favorable to their union. They met in the evening, and it was suggested that Mr. Smith meet with her.

Mr. Smith said he did not care to have her name mentioned but he would consider it.}

very much determined and Mrs. W. and Pennington seemed eager and dejected, as if no contrary were the club had ever fallen to. Not a word was said about this clause of the contract that was to be delivered to her. She said she was sorry she
was not until she called on Thursday, and
never showed of the whole we left at
the bank, and she failed to mention the
broken bonds, under deposit, last heard from
her at about 10 PM last were not redeemable;
device broke in their electric car and we
called on a teacher.

Mr. S. said

The Board met later the same day. He saw
in a notice of the Board of NY
promised new day law making the
Chairman, the Chairman of the Bank
comes in place of the President as
fourth member; also suggesting that future
change as to the number of the
Chairman would be made following
the analogy of central and local
and other; and to be subject to action
of the Board,

another resolution was read asking
the banks that failed bonds of
bureaus of the NY Bank would
not be held to give the amount
which they were to make, an

first without the consent of both Mr. Hox and
Chairman.

He had heard the said the health declined
in frequent trips for N, and that to
helped the Board would consent that he
and the Board could arrange that water
between themselves, without bond seeing
the admission of any Board.

All the members expressed their appreciation
of this, and Mr. Hox said it was better and
to leave any formal vote on the Board
wanted and wish to extend their tenancy
to the other banks.

Mr. Peace then moved to fix the salary
of the Chairman to $300 per year.
Wash. unanimously carried.
Mr. Peace then moved to abolish the Board
then elected and that A Agent on the
unconditional term of pay to be announced
in a day by the next week.
Wash. unanimously carried.
Mr. Peace then accepted last statement
that he could not hold office
such things as to any banking
much for getting to make his
connection is the Farm Bank. This
was soon agreed to.
It was then moved to ask for the
renewal of the authority of the 8. Young
for another year. McMillan, and on the sanction
in salary of William and Angus.
the meeting then adjourned
call was that the agreement to waive
approval of the Board of Directors of
abuse of the law and subversion was
some trouble in other districts; he
believes all should be treated alike.

was supposed to be the same that the
director had issued an order by law
pany who would terminate the
Years, without whom he was absent.

The President of the Board of
the Board of Directors, had
been an order of the Board of
December 12, 1851. (Dec. 12th)

Mr. Daily

Mr. Green

Mr. White

Mr. Brown
agreed to send down to the basin in some
and set Clerk's list of injured dates.

She said the injured were to go and see Mr. Randell and Clerk said it would
be best that they go, as the probably would be glad to have them out of Randolph,
She said she would not send them the to him.

Mr. Johnson,

In her Remington's catalog at the house
at about 9, so came to get my suggestions of
which I chose to her yesterday afternoon.

She said the had already delivered
Randell was said there was no need
of the going over them, that it had been
determined to omit everything which
was omitted; he did finally agree to
send and say she said, she was going to bring it to him at
once, men which she expected it to
what he said, she was evidently
in a very bad manner.

Just as the came, leaving the said,
"There is no thing whatever can be settled, and I am afraid they
will never want to blend with

it again after I write it, and that no want
is to be done with the whole, none of the
sale of the books? I have given it much
thought and have almost reached the
conclusion that the trouble should be
resolved equally between Randolph and
yourself!"

She answered very quietly that under no
circumstances would be reached any
part of the sale, that what he did
was done for her own

Now she said, "Perhaps it could be
arranged to have a remainder
sold for and to send
philanthropy in similar fashion.

I trust no answer to this can only
be distantly believed of the work. Then, that no
other casual means. We could not

blend themselves to see her.

She sends a letter to Mrs. Remington,
enticing this lying in the cigar.

Table on 1917, Aug 20 - the vote of
Frank Walker at the last to throw the
deactivated saving act, and of him
1913. But vote was overridden by
54

Mrs. A & Mr. A left for travelling and in their absence the house was unoccupied.

Rudolph wrote letter enclosing a letter from his brother stating an offer of a royalty of 10% on the and dressing cases of the reeds. Rudolph said, quantity obtained are the same size as the smaller box, and asked Jack to send his brother's letter back to his cousin as he also observed.

At the creek, Mr. A & Mrs. A were at the creek today for the book case. The size of the book case reached the letter of the cases to Mrs. A, and the size of the cases are made of the same size as the smaller box. The numbers of the book cases were made of the same size as the smaller box, and number of the book cases were made of the same size as the smaller box.

Mr. A, asked if the book cases did not belong to the club, his companion said that the book cases did not belong to the club, his companion said that the book cases did not belong to the club, his companion said that the book cases did not belong to the club, his companion said that the book cases did not belong to the club, his companion said that the book cases did not belong to the club.
My dear Remington, called me up and asked about the skates again. I told him of the suggestion to me and that all the details of the previous letter were not mentioned in such matters. I then added that the difference and really recommended us and that I could not help it. I told him about the details of the case and a more detailed idea of the case, at least, of the Remington way to go to the club, as I think from the word, the club, the club, held their own. So who had casually taken it up about it? I told him I was entirely a trustee in the matter.

She said she absolutely agreed with me that the Remington was at least a chance for the club. I said that as I understood it, the Remington was absolutely and at it. She said only one year, but I think two? I think I had a vague idea that she had held me to. She said no, but that the Remington's meant a short of the remuneration that the head would never said he did not. She said she thought we all, namely, Remington and Remington, liked yet forgotten and discussed it. I said I thought it was well for him to be Remington and friend first of all, not wanted a school; that I could only do it in this way. If I could say that under no circumstances would I ever have a rent. She said she would be Remington tomorrow, at all. She added that she had taken the club and she placed he would never consent to its having any trust of the school.

7:50 hrs P called me up again and said the head wanted to Remington, that what the case was about my being a trustee for the club must be going on. That he said that he had said that one week, one week, the club must be clot, and usually the suggested that his regiment be declared 1/3 to remain, her P. and 1/3 and of 1/3 with he ever a trustee be clad him over the chairs to the club. She then set a walk from my with me and just from 1/3 above to the club. You immediately Remington, but and she set she could not many after.
to him, certainly at least as to all of the 1½. of the committee he would and refused to turn over to Kenedy.

He said he would require more than this,

She set the wanted to bring up allpation to

Mr. Kenedy, on the most serious and

He said he would avoid the talk.

She also suggested in beam of my hands

that she buy a few thousand shares of

the bank and go there to the club.

But Mr. said he did not want this.

He said he had a vague recollection

that she had said that Kenedy had written her a letter 3 days that

in cold and added any 2 only.

He quickly replied that

was such letter had ever been written.

That the alteration of assignment of

a share of the profits. He never thought.

as the hours intervene. He said she could not understand why the

club refused any share above the

withdrawal. He said the natural

and only to do so, including the interest. That the

same seemed absolutely settled. That he

did not want her to do anything that would

be unnecessary.

That the originally told

the club. During the club were to have

all the profits; that she had the end of about

to 1½. That now, apparently all had been

settled away. She set it all deducted into

the account; that he heard one of a

real friend ftumpet the fraud away,

but she did not want a real what others learned and the fraud

continued to her character, she said, all this trouble

and all to his family.

9. Lord

In c. and c. had called me and said that

the interest direction corner a discussion

that reduced and that the transfer of

would be a mistake. I said to send

letter to Mr. Wilson who would then be

in a letter as recent and in California

be same way. He had had the same

view and I said he would go to N. Y. in route to Marinus and ten east.
Feb 11, Mr. D.

We received a letter from Mrs. T. dated
Port de la Paix, January 27, 1917.

After hearing of a boost that yours by the sea,
also sent some that were sent, which was not
very satisfying, and did not bring in any
new facts.

This morning I have tried to quiet those
myself, and I asked if Anna wanted some
and send a message to you. She was sick,
I am sure, and the message that came
related my health, one the other of
and, just as it did then every day
earlier. It may mean something to you,
so I am sending it on to you on another
street of habits, I wish also send
the unignet copy letter in reality
bund as I used to write so back to
as is most seldom and he is devoted.

Mrs. Teller and his wife I am very
more than most of the time. I am
writing back on some of the things I was most interested in on Earth. They said things that I knew.

My power to feel and know back is a while. All them to say “amen,” to escape to me, and if they listen I will share to him in their needs, they will learn to know my voice just as you do. They are not able to write for various reasons; they are so anxious and too long, and it may come.

Mother, I do love you so much more than I ever could tell you in Earth. I see all you did for me, I put your love about my side, and I really love often I told her short of your needs for me last now you would be better satisfied, I am working to hand to make not, some of the things I failed in Earth.

I am thinking of some of my clothing stilled, and you know I never liked to give ones and do over, but now I am doing it with a smile. Even your clothing is better clear?

I am interested in all your love and life, I am writing your love left endlessly that I would wish you to do for me, and as been and father, you will be to be ahead of me when you come over that I will be to gable and wish terrible to seek you with your.

Somehow, your early winning will make your consciousness and move toward my generation, you went a little more serious about life. We were happy and did, seeking your and a good time, so now I am wondering hand to think of and feel that I only let come to the second now, and them.

What do you think? I said when one of the Big Arms over this asked me, "Young Woman, what can you do in this world? what in your greatest natural which you would need to work in through our eternity?" My! I was scared, Father. I could only guess; "I cannot think. Let me think!

I tried to think of the things I loved most to do, of all, and they rise on them were drawn on Earth to stay, I could not leave any
with a automobile or lots of other things I
loved to play with or earth, to work a
little here.

Then I thought again that I had
an answer ready before this occurred. I
remembered the real string fan which I
at the beginning used— that seemed to
make grass better and flowers grow. It
was my work with these who were
too young and suffering. The poor little
children I fed, the sick solders and
others that I had to bring back
comfort to, although not as often as I
should, so I tried an answer:

"Put me to work with children where
weeds are what needs me."

"I can tell them, I think. I know what
I am to do."

so I am doing trying to make little
children take their lessons.

They come and whisper their questions,
they need love and kindness, they
need me to play with them.

anyhow, there is where my
work without comes in. I can
play with them and help them all

The many stories you need to tell not so
true. But you did wrong not in this
life, too, and knew I do that you
in all the moments of life to me.

When I sit by your side in your arms
some home little girl, you can not
see her, but she in there gathering
love from your abundance, little
dear, how so many tend to help
her, little sisters— you do not know
how many.

I could go on and talk to you
because, but I must not take more

This is less, do not cheat at it. I
am trying to get to your something
that to make up very well, but
wishes, your only daughter, who
loves you and thinks you, ever,
because my work on all
plenty will be for you both who
can tell me with my love,
because your loved and helped
me as a girl"
Feb 12, 1961.

Mr. Cunningham called me at 7:30 and said Mr. Bailey had called the club and asked if I would lend him a car so he wanted to travel there with Mr. Green, his nurse and himself. I told him I would borrow one from him.

I thought Mr. Green looked very tired and queer, but seemed all right towards 11 P.M., Cunningham. He mentioned after "Charlie" and said the last to him, Mr. Bailey also called Mr. "Charlie". I told him the airline that cut was not well, that he was worried and sick. Mr. Green said about the same.

After lunch I told him Bailey and asked if he had been at the hotel before and Mr. Green said no, that he had been there. He said Mr. Green offered to send a car to his home. I told him I would answer any about his letter, and asked the if Randolph's mailer not interested it

Feb 13, Sunday.

Mr. Pennington called me at about 10 am and asked me to have supper with him, saying we should be absolutely alone. He said something about the letter to Randolph. I told Bailey was just going out to speak an actor (note to Randolph) and would let him know when he returned.

I told him to write me a long letter and friendly messages and not continue with the leads, leaving his letter at his bureau.

(See Feb 6th and 17th)

Early in the evening she told me saying he was and I was not well to leave a forwarding card and left the matter entirely to her. Again she asked me to accept 1/3 of the remittances who he would give to the dean club.

(See Feb 6th and 17th)
Wed 14, Monday

Miss Helen had written she would like very much to see the letter of Nov 24 and to know what to do.

Miss Harrison said that on Nov 14 of the club that
Aden Mayne had called the President
Hudson and told him that Randolph had
replied to the letter and had promised to
send him a bill on S. 54.

Wed 15, Tuesday

Miss Harrison wrote to me a long letter in reply to ours of
Nov 13 saying that she would always be happy to withdraw; that if we did not change our minds to
accept the offer of April 30 and accept the assurance of the club. I showed her our
letter. The club was very much in debt and the
suggestion was to simply turn back to the
chancellor for help. We didn't think.

I decided to accept the suggestion. I asked
by offering a willingness to leave the
club decide for itself what it would
accept our offer for costs to turn
over to S. 54, and to

Tom 16, Wednesday.

Miss Helen called at 5 P.M. and I went with
her to the club, there found another writer there.
She said she thought that because
embarrassment would result worthy of
the W. A. Randolph would own the
classification. She said that her 25 statement
on to certainreceiversbookkeeping while
the house was held by the Union, unfortunatel
about 6.30 another letter from her P. court, recommending that this bundle were out of it and begging that again to letter 3/4 of the amount, she the amount sent to the club. (I had 157 on 101.)

36th Thursday.

Wrote her W. a letter suggesting I would never change my determination unless so instructed by the club when that the last not answered my request to know if I will show the balance to the club and that 10 I did not come here to the end of the last subject it to them and sale out as it was in order, a letter indicating (See 36f. 36)

Ad sent to consider whether of all of Italy on condition to, or plenty of letters of her Aug. we had about 125 bundles. The income to whom I had been referred, for £, paid x. Eun. I acted very late, and thought that this had been under advertisement for over a year; that this 15th had home all the 18; that the scheme an accords...
was not uniform to the loss encountered.

Keller bitterly objected and said that the
situation was absolutely under control
of the French; that our old ships were
likely to be used.

Reg H was also involved, and only the
1st section would be able to handle it.

The French Admiral was informed by the
British Admiral that the French would
not be able to handle it.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.

Keller wanted to go to the meeting in
the afternoon and could not wait.
would not require the consolidation under Reg 4, see 4 (1).

Comments: review was been hard and
least.

Ag. Conyngham
No. on E. Club, cctv. Embeke.

The bank said if E. wanted a few days
he would gladly vote to continue. E.
then said he wanted to have 30 to
have 30 days delay until
which

the consolidated Bank
1. The consolidated Bank under
Bank, law, the laws relate being
been reorganized elsewhere.

2. No question of new branches was
involved, every one of the existing
branches being already
established.

3. Reg 44: did not accord, affect
see 4 (1).

4. The branch said he was satisfied
that the change of assets did
not violate Reg 44. See 4 (1).

Had this moved ahead, to have effect any
when an agreement. Reciprocally Embeke in
5 years would not receive in hand credit
than 25% of R of R. if it would split a customer
a bank since the 25% of any unsecured
must bank in California. Earned

Ag. on E. Club, cctv. Embeke.

Embeke: told E. after meeting that
James told her the would not be
the consolidated.

The majority felt that it would be less
better for the bank to be merged into
the Monster, that rate in time to cover
quite a number of remaining branch and
of the system. Also it was distinctly
understood that the consolidated Bank
will not be a No. 1 branch charac-
ter. The majority felt would greatly
tricks the branch bank return to
California.

The Mrs. in the case made us
We went to the last Sunday evening. We went to the Board. I have made a real investigation with much deliberation and looking at all the evidence in the city. We have been in the city several times and I believe the evidence of the Board is small such a verdict as this in the interest of the liberty bank and the interest of the Board of Trade is in good condition, but our own views.

Monday 20th

Mrs. A. wanted to buy her letter with the sound and I said it must be clear to seek. Again, I want to find the direct question with the need for the current to keep in touch. A. and Handley.

20th evening - No and seven a.m.

Mr. 17. Thursday

Ann's dead horse a meeting on the farm in the evening next week at a distance from

In a few minutes the clerk a seventeen-year-old. Then he said Anna was killed and a distinctly distinct voice, at least a audible. The clerk, saying it was Anna. The voice was clearly not Anna and I concluded that it is as a will to avail. Anna said the was very kindly and was near me all the time, especially in many and evening. She said she had my desire. Her other evening had not met and she said she had not known only to ask that we still care anything about her. She intended me next to work on the farm. But I think so big and to stay a little with the meeting, holding a glass of water on the table. I asked her if she saw anything Harding and she said yes, that she lived B. very much.

We asked to my mother and she said she was a true bird worth to me. She said the justice could do nothing for her, and that she would come back that she was borne with a weakness.
bound to culminate in the death when the train came. He asked ten to give ten short hits and the sound she would hear ten thousand at once.

The very brother last came and these were words of Helen Hanlon.

The voice of Helen Hanlon and incendiary mentioned address.

Then John Helen William showed a few words addressing Edw as "violence.",

The noise came again and said she tried to hand her other words to Edw.

Edw, to list ten shots of the 3rd shell and the quantity to incendiary Ruddock said - No. 2 incendiary rusts.

Edw made to send water in the root with the next man, busy himself, and held the trumpet to the ear. Then W. was across the room, 15 feet away. Edw distinctly heard the sound, waving to him. W. a man, duller clear, and also distinctly heard breathing.

If it came on and went through the sound, Edw heard the voice shaking to Edw.

In may have been a unsualull , Edw asked it as really wondered.

And in talking him W. could not keep committed truths the voice of Mr. Haviland and continued to believe the incendiary were genuine unless there was sound and concealed in the room as who came in after the lights were turned out.

Monday, July 16

Held another meeting at 1 P.M.,

Anna saw Edw again after the sauce, had trained Edw as a man of courage to be told a subtled secret, saying that a justice of the U.S. S.C. A whom many do not remember read a speech of 1871's Considered. By S. added that last week that some kind viewed that every day - hourly liberty to the len Bennington letter. He also attacked Harvey & set the Catholics with him, the country unless controlled. Anna wished to H.M.'s question as to Harry Swinto and set the new in his place, but it being told Harvey best often changed his with an entire of strings - that she loved some
and she is to do and be the key.

Thus, the boys and the men were confused and very much concerned.

Anna came again and Anna asked if she saw the body. She said no, he was not in the coffin. Anna then asked Dr. Andrew if he had seen the body before.

Anna said they were not hallowed hands of their old woman, as they were very cold.

Anna asked if she had seen the body. She said no, he was not in the coffin, and that the body had been removed.

But Anna was the child always had and they had seen the body. She said the body was not a body.

But Anna said she had never been in the coffin and the body had been removed.

The body was the head of the body, the head on the body, and the body on the head.

But Anna asked if she had ever seen the body. She said no, she had not seen the body.

But Anna said she had seen the body again in the elevated room and she could feel no difference.
1944. The idea that Mrs. Lincoln was able to drive with Mr. Brook at this time, I was lonely.

Mr. Brook and Mrs. Sen. and Mr. Brook at

**Democratic Club. I met at the Democ
**tratic Club at which was started Mr. Brown,

Mrs. Lincoln, Mrs. Hatfield, Mr. & Mrs. Russell

and Mr. & Mrs. Richard Cleveland. The Cleveland
delivered a charming address in Chinese; its style
was clear and quickly and made a kind audience. I
sent respect to Mrs. Lincoln. She was very
polite and courteous and I sensed the truth something in the mind against

and growing out of the Pennsylvania
debate. When the debate and clarity
were all the clearer trends without a word, the debate was related to a question of mind about the

judgment against Margaret Lincoln, and said it was a business adventure

- not. Margaret and asked very

probably. The several times I returned
to me in "charles" but I felt them

were severely discussed by several

which troubled her.

1945. Sunday

We shared a lunch with Sen. & Mrs. Brook. No other

1946. Monday

Hearing in relation of Sen. Antonino on a

Mr. brush. I'm brush and he brush

1947. Tuesday, Wash. Breakfast day.

Mr. called into Mr. Cunningham and anot

Mr. club without mention of Cunningham

as a man. Table is club and when it

break introduced to the club,

Mr. Cunningham said that at a time of

the club, Mr. P. told him about tea

with having a debate in his Relief

in Lincoln's Roosevelt and the debate

the thing in having turned down offers.

that Mrs. P. said to the head of the club

would like to have a chat. Table she

would see theindle and you like clubs in all of the moderate.

Mrs. E. said that Mr. A. returned to

by. Some towards the end of

was, in early in the 1926 that he

was with being a charm. Table and that
Her P. said they all the upper and would
see the club all of the work. (H.H. did not
at the P.'s request.)

H.H. says she had the black stone sterilized
in the annual meeting in the kind of dye; that she refused
progress to the black stone all through the
thing.

H.H. said she was all at the time
and that Mr. Sullivan was asked to read
the minutes of the annual meeting which
ordinarily did not come of the sort, but
H.H. Sullivan had the work in a very
insolent and manner, vitally much that
should have been ignored.

Mr. 23. Wed.

Board voted to close a W. branch at
San Antonio, Texas.

age 52. Plank. 2nd. Compt.
No Miller

At about 3 P.M. the Walter E. Clephane,
a J. D. lawyer - the one who is now
managing Hudspeth before - called me

Mr. 23. Wed.

Board voted to close a W. branch at
San Antonio, Texas,

age 52. Plank. 2nd. Compt.
No Miller
... and that I believed a beard of equity could require the tendered of the bond. I thought, without much saying, to, that he agreed in not to this.

He asked in what bond we should reach a settlement of the matter. I replied that he, I must say, that the club had no interest, legal or equitable, and that the club would not consent to any compromise which did not deal directly with the club; that the P originally gave the bond to the club; hence the bond being its interest, we asked the club to accept, to ½ the bond, as was exactly the same

... to the club; that the P originally gave the bond to the club; hence the bond being its interest, we asked the club to accept, to ½ the bond, as was exactly the same
could not agree. The both agreed that legal proceedings would be impossible to ask Mr. Borden and unable to report the matter of Mr. Borden.

I told Mr. P, denied the request of the club to any claim of the trustees and that I had devoted my time to

controlling the trustees. I was unwilling to handle the amount of the

trustees, the club was related to.

I told Mr. P, not to be afraid, that I felt that if any claim was

given to Borden it could be very difficult for him and could be a great injury to him, but that if he and I agreed upon some equal will compromise I would do my best to cause the claim

accepted and proceeded. I was certain that Mr. W. Borden wanted a

share of the money.

I told Mr. P, that Mr. P was very

understandable Mr. A. Harris and

I felt as would happen, and I felt that Mrs. H. was right in the

believing that the bank written by

Mr. P, was the illegitimate and did not

need to be reported the house.

I told Mr. P, I was Mr. Borden's client in the

I asked about the views, and that

Borden and I held certain that the

publication was issued in selling at our

and that in fact the transactions had

not been at least to bad as I knew

It would not be saying he would ever

and was very similar.

I told Mr. P, I had met with the

now, knowing the matter would be

adjusted between ourselves.

We both agreed to make him less money

and out of the memorandum, at all costs

7.30 P.M.

went as guard of Mrs. Allen to pull

her chair down. Her horizon was

dull and seemed very content

and distinctly, hearing this.
Monday, February 27, 1914

Mr. B. called telephonically and asked me to lunch at a common club at 12.

We met Mr. B. and the staff. Mr. B. said that he would agree to lend me 1/2 of the book in trust for this club, on condition that he lent me to lend nothing to do with publishing the book and that I should
remain my name to be used as one of the collaborators, also that I write the autobiography on the club's behalf that the difference have all been adjusted.

I told him I should consider it all about it and would let him know as soon as I could.

I told him I wanted to be sure that the book was destroyed of his and he said that his 1/2 and the book and called on two blank money and said they had agreed on.

He asked me that it was applicable to him. Later he somewhat qualified this statement but he certainly said that to me.

I said again to him in confidence that I felt it would be embarrassing to his W.

His book is to Mandelblath were to accept a single dollar of the profit, but that of the updating was acceptable to me. If it could be
accepted, I should gladly to add in my fews to lend it and that I would not want to lend with his permission the
name of the book and get the book approved, in this club early published the book of the accepted at.

Mr. B. called in morning to admit his Helen to cancel on to continue I reported to ask him W for an interview and that she had the book, many of which I believe Mandelblath was canceling from him. But Mr. and Mrs. Helen would refuse me to do this. I said I heard him W would be angry and refused to see not but they laughed at me. Finally I agreed to do it.

All 25 Monday.

Wrote his W a very kind conclusion note saying whatever had required to be written the book that I had to be the letters and wanted very much to lend a letter with his alone, without my intention of giving her, back to clearly.
my mind so I cannot tell how my clear
but this matter always like agreeable to
I came back after dinner and found a
was from you as follows:
26.25. 1927

Dear Charlie:

Some of the many late your
came and I am sure you know how glad I
always am to combine with you at any level.

But as I have stated about everything
connected with the bank, I feel it would
be unwise to quote you to have a word
with you about regarding this matter.

Mr. Pemberton has been to speak to everything
connected with the bank, with Pemberton
and I just everything in the bank, on the level
you and the words you take.

Of course this is not the best statement
complicated regarding the miscellaneous tools
of the bank given discovered by the club
when I was honorary president. I need
not mention this, as you already know
it.

When Mr. Pemberton withdrew the remain-
ner from the club, Pemberton and &
breath to matters: 

1. The encounter and delay of which 
the complications were primarily due to 
the act — when Harrison acted — with 
removing the book from the house. 
2. The quality of two interlocutors involved 
of the book, namely the P's addictions 
was not varied by the lapse of years to 
her habituous position.
3. The writer in that the, Randolph, and 
I agreed that his P's addictions were 
"shady" and checked his course. The 
reason we did not like this at once was 
that we did not want to trust the 
oversteps and said nothing overly 
certain that we published and 
concurrent to trust such info. The 
importance of the, President was made 
for the book by his Harrison 
and even he has a good opinion by 
"poetry", in this way him P's lightly 
addictions.
4. We slept that it was at our 
suggestion that his P suggested that's task and 
very multitask, but in assurance. 
As a consequence of all of us, but we 


5. (In March 1925, 1926) 

after the book was withdrawn has P 
written back that it was his intention 
to reconstitute a new club, and later 
she seemed to locate the club later, of 
which suggests that only two cops. (New 
books cited be published.)
6. On 8-27 she suggested an even driven 
of the prototype but, randollin, and called 
the club to back multitask.
7. Ch. returned saying he was created 
for the club.
8. She then transmitted Randolphs often 
- 1/3 to each.
9. Finally she offered him two current 
1/2 to each an trustee for the club 
in our letter to him P. 
and is satisfied that the obligation
were scared Randolph in his W, so that they will not dare to accost any they way they do they will turn it in, say to the police. Randolph, that Randolph is because that little Helen can not be pulled and that a break tree could which will make be treated.

Friday
Feb 25. Thursday (cont.)

Helen knows w, her Elena and need her Helen and her trangin. has to w, was very sudden and cordial, and with Petra to the firm, club. just as Petra was leaving her trangin asked Petra and Carl to deal with her in this way with her W. and Dr. Stang, the guest, and has Helen immediately dropped ten to accost saying she would eat for her and drive ice out. and got on this way to the house she had left that could better be me!

In this prevention her Helen called at Petra to see if we could come and with her last Petra quietly said "we could not accept it."

But in this W. old dear in out to dance, just able she had practically accosted out of dishonesty to the Helen and herself, kindly thanks my understanding.

We called up after the Helen and they came over at 5:30 and stood this way. I told Colita Helen briefly over the littleman what had troubled and she was almost shriveled.

I read to him my letter to her W. and the Emily and Colita Helen said it was a cruel letter and absolutely unjust. They said they did not think her W. really intended to really dishonestly but the letter sounds one selfish.

I read him a long letter to here W. I had purchased saying her Helen, and Colita and Petra offered me to substitute here letters and end "appreciately" just as tell her read.

They also advised reading the letter very blood and defurbled and not showing any anger expect in a quiet defurbled way.

They also advised not being this concern of her P.S Colita often and ever.
As you well read my last three letters to your SENTIENT you will see Trust our beloved
shall grow out of this undivided on my
accepting the suggestion that I should
accept one half of the proceeds of
this book for my own use, can you
accept one of declining tone?
She has now offered to give me half of
the proceeds to me in trust for the
club. This is a very different position
which I shall at once submit
to the club for their consideration of
this present letter, and I feel it will be
accepted. If so it is an subject
that I wished to consult you, so that
I would be sure that you understood
it. Unfortunately your
clerked
I did not understand to travel and
the many misstatements in this
letter, as it would have only made
the most embarrassed.
Neither happened to meet her face
and when she said she was going
to leave a letter her face said
she was just going by them and
would leave it on the. has written and been received it about 12.30.

I went to my office and called into Mr. Elkhorn and told him I was to write the letters at once and asked him to read and a man. of them as often. He sent the three reprints of at once and suggested that instead of sending it in what time has P. man to it.

at 12.45 I sent two them down, and got it. For him in which list it left.

I then went to Mr. Harriman, bringing the Rough Letters, including a copy of the letter, and asked acceptable by the club. (see 165 his list)

I then went Elkhorn inclining a copy of my letter to Mr. Harriman and also a copy of two them, and took both letters sent by hand.

receipt of the reprints intelliaged 12.05 P.

1. Mr. P. agreed through his ability to any true money as required to cost for the letters. Tremble last time, surely sent me directed to use the treasurer.

second. W. his own judgment.

This shows the receipt of him. I am the bank. Club.

Mr. Harriman was of course enough to deal with immediately and at very early

2. a change was made, and in the original agreed to by Elkhorn and myself - that within two weeks he can be

made to do any act which will in any manner militate against the success of the business by his publication.

This is evidently a gratulation said at me - who I think not been sought.

Wed. 2 S. Munday (cont.)

Not vester to write, being in a M.

Brandon of Charleston, N.C. Can.

say, see he can, etc., etc., comfort

and please.

No. letters

Miller set it head much went not to be connected w. the Harriman writer on M. Brandon he been bound to vote No.
Feb 26. Sat. (contd.)
Cunningham had been very ill on Tuesdays. He was continuing tirelessly, but is retiring now. There was no discussion of his health, as Mr. Myrick wanted to discuss the matter. We called in at 8.30 and spent about an hour and a half with him.

Feb 27. Sunday
Bertie called me. He said Cunningham was back and he had talked to Mr. Myrick and the other man; that the latter said it was a pity to let him go on and asked if Bertie could help him; that it was decided to keep the cycle, unless it interfered with any other business.
Bertie had the club come to connect with it, if it accepted Mr. Myrick's suggestion.

Feb 28. Monday
Bertie called me at 8 P.M. and said that the cycle had been worked to accept Mr. Cunningham's suggestion. I called and connected the club and had them. He was very much pleased and said it had all been brought about through my efforts. I realized that if this matter had not been explained to the correct man, I would have been rendered absolutely useless. I told him what I had done and thought I had done well.
ensuing it tomorrow when the club vote reached.

I also asked them about the question of
my being in receipt, saying I wanted to have every possibility discussed and
in time to hear not and all together.
He said the that would be enough and to
say or anything she learned was to me,
but will consider the matter.

Berta said the whole question was taken
by her Harman who read my letter. Berta
sent him to leave because it was
being discussed and they all refused and
his Harman said she was not done
him a question. He asked if the clubs name
was to advance in any way on this point
and Berta said absolutely not, his Harman
said she thought it was to advance to
keep his 5's trust about his club to
go out.

For future said she worked on Bolling
were and at 11 her Harman and it
was only her Harman to be Bolling
been Bolling.

Berta said read a member and

saying

friend recorded if that they knew she

vote was taken that by Berta and was

was favored and a vote of elimination
to Bolling which was unanimously carried.

and received the vote at 5 PM as follows:

Bolling

My dear Mr. Bolling:
The following vote
was taken by the Executive Committee of
the Congress Nat. Cal. Club, which held a
regular session, Monday, Feb. 25th at 11 a.m.

"The Executive Committee has considered
this letter from the Congress Club's address
with unanimous action and

mandated to the name of the Congress
Nat. Cal. Club, to execute this

mandate and instruct the member

to serve as trustee under this plan

mandated."
the absurd vote in not just because we are not in that letter which was addressed.
I will read this, however, to cleland and if he wants it changed we can do that later.

Mr. Hays also sent a letter about giving the following vote:

"It was read, translated, and voted carried that the plan of cleanliness for the unlicensed and uncleanly offenders in behalf of the Club"

Mr. Hays added:

"The plan written to promote its success advocate of the enormous amount of work which was involved in collecting the thankology and this much about which prevailed upon to see the club the benefits accrue by your labor."

Mr. Hays called me into and said the vote was satisfactory and he had written and a letter concerning it. I said the vote was not exactly as we had been drawn it, but if he wanted any blank vote I would fill it for him. He said no, we did not want to subject the matter again as it knew what women were.

Mr. Hays said he was wanted to know if I could transmit my ballot to be read.
in a collaborative. I hated that my emotional turmoil had always been and certainly was now against him and that I had given my word that I would not allow him to go wild; that nothing abhorred me in this man, of enemies I assumed they had no interest. O ruling my world, that all the world and their enemies were inadvertently united, of course I could carry it out, and finally I left it to my friends associates to determine, that if they held that the world of the Constitution would be overcome they would end my word.

See 1811 Dec 16th

late in this admission I sent him a letter to this same effect.

See Mr. Dec 16th

San, 1811

w. E. stood w. congress house. and then the dem. party in NY. as a result were defeated the Mc Lean bill; that at a meeting of the NY House, the democrats in a body left the room, leaving our democrats to receive guests of another section; that low Platt and the laws in Niles did not want to wind a null bill. the democrats as a result were obstructing this bill; that I had had nothing to do with making any other legislation; that I recently wanted to see the West won the first hand twice the MH's amendment that there was united. although as a Party 

method was in any event; that the Acrons had others and their laws; that I wanted to see the dem. party have a party stand against a

bureaucratic and heterogeneous collective bargaining by the congressmen and enlarge where, when a large and of course was involved in salary, amount about 1200 the annual; that it was a never won, the dem. party and
Not to apologize but in the column that I printed him the report of my address to write at the Wednesday, last delivering Party act as such a ministerious matter; that the majority feared the issue, that the Senate had printed at word a Party division & the U.S. Senate had written at last which dear old friend, I suggested that I sit down to him down who voted yes at the Senate to hear the House - that they had no objection to a Rule all those being held vote against the bill.

Hurl, aye! absolutely was not that a Party man in a House were went forward & said he will do all he could to get a rule. By the Redbird called me up on by and send his blank form was submitted in a blank column of names. He, and other person who also thought of saying and to Redbird to re-present the most to any one to him & by me, I said I did not know been intimately least

in relation to the House, & I know that I would think my word to be read in this House, I am very sure when they submitted this mean, if concluded they had decided must to seek my word, but if they left I went to address, the condition that I should do nothing to support the House would be a correct mean. In view of this condition I had not think even been justified in absolutely allowing my word, but I did the matter as I did in order to expedite temporarily the speed as well as the letter of the condition.

Said Rubin 7, 104
Dear Mr. X,

Received your letter saying the matter was satisfactorily adjusted and closed and I visited.

(Second draft 182)

This morning another letter came from

Your sincerely,

1st March, 1927
My dear Charlie,

I am sorry of my letter of

We are to meet you, something was builders

I have thought; and I hope by now my 

We were to be a bungalo that it caused much trouble.

You asked me to read your last three 

Dear Mr. X, saying you were 

I was about writing these three letters that I 

If you were the 

The last I said was based entirely in 

The Cunningham was just satisfied now 

the matter has been cleared between you and your lawyer, so we need not

We called on Adam and left Helen and they 

We called and received a letter in reply to 

I am sorry, Mr. X, advised not to write 

Again and to leave matter as they 

Dear Mr. X,

We decided to call on Adam, Helen advised 

I was 

Adam called on him, Helen and 

Last two of their decision.

Mary 2, 1927

We called on him.

The Cunningham was satisfied and
to say that she will yield to your opinions
with more to trace your name used in the
unnatural act.

With thanks for your unwear'se cordy
connection with this matter, I am,
very sincerely yours,
Walter C. Clarke.

I saw at once that Mrs. P. was eager to bend
some new cause of quarrel, so I sent
Mrs. Clarke a letter desiring to know how she
proceeded in the matter in my personal
absence of mind and begged her to
declare her question on the broad ground of
what was right for her home. I also immediately
written Freder Lewis.

see Rev. Oct. 168

Dear Sir,

I am friends of Mrs. Charles N. Scott. Helen Scott
and Mrs. Scott also were there.

Mr. P. Monday (Cont.)

In my letter to Mrs. P. I said my services
were to my natural acquirement after being
my name in the cause was too close to
avoid publicity where he was. I did
not, for obvious reasons, write about other
matters in my mind; I had that I was
on the WPB: the fact that I believed that
Mrs. P's addition to the cause was not
understood and had required the cause because
of itself, but I believe that I
practically agreed with Mrs. Harriman;
the fact that Mrs. P. had to personally
participate, I knew she was that
something is the cause even that she
herself to might, at such occasion realize
that it will ruin the cause, whether it
will or not.

Mr. Scott

To the Court.

It is certain that I was
interested in the subject and certain
matters attested, and the letter of
me while he knew clearly
the matter relations and little of
such the news that will make the
cause a valid matter, which
would be read only by relatively

democrats?

Mar. 5. Edt

Dined with Mr. Chief Justice

Drew with him to the
dining-room. Told him about

Somers.

Mar. 6. Edt

Dined alone w. Mr. Leeds.

Mar. 7. Edt

Attended Senate meeting of

day. First call of Senate was

made by Mr. Southard, who

read the record. Next call

was made by Mr. Benét, who

read the record and said he
would read it. He said he

wished to see the record of

the last time it was read

and as to whether he was

entitled to see it. He said he

wanted to see the record of

the last time it was read.

He asked the Clerk and

asked the Clerk but the Clerk

wished to see it. He said

he wanted to see it and the

Clerk wished to see it. He

said he wished to see it.
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He was very much distressed at the article in the Wall Street Journal amounting that the Middle East nations had been made interminably to enslave Israel and the West in the future. He said that there was a threat of war and that the mass of the people were being held and that the people were being misled.

He was convinced that there was no evidence from any member of the Board and he surmised it was false. He said he was going to send a strong letter to the Governor in the subject.

Mr. Nash was called in and read the Board’s statement on the Middle East situation. It stated that the Middle East nations had been made interminably to enslave Israel and the West in the future. He said that there was a threat of war and that the people were being misled.

He was convinced that there was no evidence from any member of the Board and he surmised it was false. He said he was going to send a strong letter to the Governor in the subject.

Moreover, Mr. Nash reminded that we should be a member of the Board and who was an officer of the Board who was an officer of the Board.

- Mr. Nash was a member of the Board.
- Mr. Nash was the President of the Board.
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and considering not, it was suggested to lay them 
several miles and by Michael, J. H. was 
and represent both sides.

Finally it was determined to invite the bank 
that the £ bank was divided on its late 
the central bank advanced in the £ was 
most violated.

Announced that before any letter was 
that the due on the Treasury failed to advance 
the request made to receive the state 
check.

We were sure it could be very embarrassing 
to us to leave the branch without 
permission.

As a meeting of such a return of line, 
not him, and the commitment of the 
book continually made by late, they 
were duly rubber. The浚nes 
was not pursued. No obloquy.

Mon 10. Thursday

Bever [n] wrote letter to the branch stating that 
the personal was present and that those 
present were to make them 
for the opening of a new check and 
merely of standing with the closed line 
offering in 1925, the board on the turned 
continued in their office, and that the bank 
will undoubtedlyumen him if it reached 
the conclusion that likely these bounds 
and left him in a manner of embolden 
satisfaction, that it was nearly a matter 
of trading rather than of how we 
carried had advanced us that it was 
not a violation of the Act.

It is not to see the blunder, but he could be 
transferred to closed branch offices, as 
did Young of N. Y.
May 11 Monday

M. E. did not come over N. Y. and sent the N. Y. directors had listened to them be a
down to Poland by the 10th of June
and a terrible credit to the Polish Dols
left by M.B. A. N. Y. He set the statement
of the Polish and being did not want
a loan condition on them twenty times
less N. as they were former and left as
well as a reflection, as the N. V. lend them
any credit and dedicated the whole under
there. We set the term lengthened to the
Polish condition for an unadjusted
cause instead of the 2.00 N.

He set the directors wanted to go over
the later the matter over to New York
and started Italy. He and not in any
way comment in the board at the
M.B.; we would not understand the
loan at all of the M.B. A. N. Y and
will merely discuss it and Italian.

He did not Polish wanted was about
75 million; that he was no sound
understand and lend a further loan;
that hardly considered the condition
the currency, that with the Polish

The M.B. A. N. Y. held that the loan
a credit they might be called on to pay
should be few blue movements of stability.
He also set Italian. Commonly recently
Poland had been discovered and a number
of N. Y. been added daily the terms, earnest-
their main acted on Poland; that Italy
was opening Poland all she wanted
and any stability continue.

Andy C. Walter X. 1901 were present.
He set the M.B. strongly favored the
going,

1901 and he also favored it in an amount
that no meeting of minds would
agree up the 2.00 N. denominated the
credit of an Italian loan needed of the
2.00 N. He set this were so; that we in
the would say to C. N. New York, that the
these loan been suggested in two no
objects to it if New N. (who, he said
Willing become 2.00 N central) and
the others had no objects to it.

He set this were one listing at any
was that any plan might lend
to an ultimate account was made on the 3rd of November

we discussed it all the morning and

and then at noon, little by little,

we observed few thin clouds and

were neglecting smallness with a delicate

touch, delicate.

killed below two and cold and cold

Merely two by boards mounted in the

meeting, the red a little to the

next week, when January 1st.

Ham in last called who cried and

said the sickling was now decided,

as the redman I would be at the

meeting next week.
and all his letters never to surprise him and was almost constant that he was wanted; that he finally went to Harvard Low's and there some remarks getting towards an honorary dinner. He kept having wanted to get a place for the cap in an office of 1/4 Niles and that being wanted to get rid of him. He was also was discontented.

He said few boys were a grand notion, one would be if his job of the child was strict, but the best they often became and object an eye was to observe it for an office of 1/4 Niles.

He said the thought it was a dream off the Cherry Street Club on which Arthur

Cherry of Calh. wrote and the lie referred

were involved, sometime just about we
got into the war, what decision made

a statement which absolutely cleared

him; can not remember just what

the word referred it was a statement

showing expediency for the end asked

4/30, a declared statement; what closely, after a recent smaller

man called on him in Boston to ask

about it; that the thought it very surely

that end of the summer at the table

many house referred it to the army.

He is going to check Chicago.

He said that Earle hadn't been out to

at the week noticed the cleaned next to

unknotted next year, the sun was

removed immediately there.

He said the shirt in 1854 it seemed

it to change of the not to consider

authority in the 28th in Chicago was

causing very great excitement.

He also said many were saying that

abstrusely the launch June 30th 1861

of N.Y. the Board had applicant

out of 10 thousand of Bill cruise.

He set one copy of Auld Lang Syne was

worth at least 5000 but was long

it set he will have known later.

He slice of the picture of 1st line of

West of Boston, what Phil. Clark

wanted to have one of the 1st Fund

Behan (?) applicant.

You'll know him is why chatter.
Mr. Meigs said that everyone realized that they had been a catastrophe of some kind before the 7th and the 8th. They were looking forward to the 7th, and what could be done to help them. Mr. Meigs said that she had tried to make matters more difficult and not have people talked about, and the event was the same as ever. She had answered most of the questions, but Mr. Meigs said that there were questions, and it was all to do with the matter at all.

Mr. Meigs wrote on a letter saying that the vote of the Board of Governors.

At the request of President Cleveland, the event, the letter was sent out and afterwards read to the club and laying around the room, giving the men the record as the president must read, the instructions, asking to have them, and the events to date. The event was well, and the president does not yet want to stay. It was the event of the letter, the letter of the event of the letter, the letter of the event of the letter.

Mr. Meigs, as it was, said the letter was the day before, and the president must read the letter of the letter of the letter of the letter of the letter of the letter.

Harries came in an hour ago and went over
Polish matters for transfer of funds
for formally renewed. We will understand no
objections etc.

Ags. etc. Platt
No. Mr. E. Miller, James
James said not hold abstinence, abstinence is
desirable.

See. Miller than came in.
Miller strongly objected to Harrnes went.

Miller suggested merely writing a letter
to Wm. H. B. meeting with the depositors
in number of small members.

Mailed a copy of letter will be authoritative
as negative.

Miller said - well...

Let them appeal to Miller with open
ness a voit addition any objections
but adding a slight of his description
held by some members, but in need
and agreed

Let read - we have heard on
Germany reduce to get - salary of

Mortgage on 2. Tillours St. extended 3 years
to Mar 16. 1930.
till

In 1841

flot41vJh

Ji
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During the early part of the meeting while discussing
the matter new objections were raised to the
action of the Fed members in requesting
Mr. Frashur to remove a member of the advisory
council of Netherlands.

Mr. Mueller then asked the Fed that the president
the German Ambassadors a few days ago
and had told him of the Fed action
requesting the removal of a member of the
Netherlands advisory council, and said to
him he was very anxious to know from
the Netherlands council re the action of
the Fed and what weight in the Council
have mobilized he was continuing to hear;
that the ambassadors said generally "it
will not be easy at first"; that Mueller
said it must be considered unwise
and the ambassadors assured him it
will be kept so; that a day or two
after a member of the German
ambassadors showed him a cable
to the effect that the Netherlands
members were discussing the
Frashur, or alternatively his
system to continue to lend
Cr as does not understand what.

On 17, Thursday

Mueller called attention to recollection
not being present and that he had voted
in the Charleston meeting himself, and
said he demanded an investigation as
whether any member had stated to
any one what the vote was.

He replied that the Fed had many
ministers in. Sir. Sumner and that he
had an unpleasant recollection that he had
voted in Sumner, that only one wrote took
him and argued it to Mueller.

He started to say that the Fed had
Sumner that showed that the Fed acted insidiously
with the Munroes head on Washington
Mueller, but Mueller disavowed and
sincerely interrupted him and said he
did not have what he said.

The old circular of the Board was read, but
advised only to carry out requirements
in the case, and had no substantial
law, Mr. Clay and Mr. would there were no
understanding in lending an interested
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U.S. senators have a vastly broad, on the Senate
cart and can be a resident, directly to
be to submit to others for examination.

where some steel rifting and murmured some
almost inaudible statement on the breach
of confidence, duty etc.

but the greatly said that it is not
appeared to be interested in the Senate’s
conduct of its responsibilities as to secrecy and
information, the word now can allude
to the House of Congress. Statement of 1835
as to the persons of the Board to
continue all authority in the Senate,
and the absent. Whately blazed a great
exactly as to the charlatanism, breath,
who any member, directly or indirectly
was responsible for, or even from any
minister’s concern in the action,
any member accused calumny.

No, except blazed, who ends stamped,
looked very much aboard and had
“his head on the straight (this wrote)
for months.”

He died next, however, very sick
within directly no uncertainty the head seems and
any minisnature in which the article came
must been broad, — an answer to when else
quarter existed too.

My late date in them was much discredited
at this article x x but that it discredited the
words of the last to much reflected that
the word charlatan read him exalted, and
that the Sen. with tendency seem with
the first on the matter.

The assurance of blazed, to kill the Sen.
ambassador of the House acting on in
the Senate and yet deny to a bound
member its right to bind an interested
U.S. senator of the vote of the Board?

It was wonderful news that blazed
became after cold head shaken!

Then for NY a long, hunter to attend the
James Cleveland, blazed, dinner
shore next at their, which
Mar. 15. Monday

Stood day at Works with Barney, sailor

At 7 I attended dinner in morning at

Sumner Cleveland's 9 to 10 half day.

About 300 present

At 9 spoke with, L.C. John Platten

At 10 spoke.

To finally act as toast leader.

Richard Cleveland and Martin

(later Abe) were toasted.

A great success.

Went 12.35 am then back to works.

Mr. Jones at 12:45 told Mr. N. he met Mr. E. M. Pennington

walking on the streetway and said

Mr. E. M. was most observant in his

greeting.

Mon. 21. 27. Monday

Monday. Mr. N. went back.

I was admitted to 25 million. First 12, who

took him off, leaving Sumner and at 2:00

million. Also buying 10 to 15 and 50 million.

to upload 30 million. Lassin. then marked by

buying 50 million / outfit by M/S. Our bureau

began notice accept. Taken five in installments of

the M/S.

At 12 voted to abandon 1, on to 2. It voted

that it was ready to meet demands if they

reached any need at all, or it would

issue directives of M/S. Of N.Y. 856th. The comm

acres. it to check on it.

cst moved to abandon 9 who was thrown

away; also to abandon 2 and heavily

moved a substitute on above who was

thrown, cdt abandoned voting 2.

Mr. Jones telephone Mr. N. that the day

after the meet Mr. Pennington in the streetway

had a large box of blankets with a note saying how plentiful the way

to see him and Mr. Jones looking so well.

What will happen next?
Two Harding said that lecture upon worsting of
the would have to be Mr. Judd at 2.4. and
wasting working out on a million dollar
salary of your core to be any loss.

In 2.6. Harding received an letter from member of the
former Cleveland association.

Read letter from Cleveland association.

Two hand letter to ten.


Went to Harvard Club dinner at lunch, club
to town plant on the candle hill.
The Harding called on me & for a
short address.

Mar. 27. Sun.

Launched w. Charles Warren to meet
Wolinow Warren and longface Warren.

29. Monday

Two Harding discussed a statement on varied
columns showing changes in M Act by the
McFaddell bill and asked authority of
Board to lend it at 10. Aug 2. 6. 8.

1. w. certain slight changes.

E. moved against.

Lost

1st. 8th. Platt
an absurd remedy, as low to rest undetermined
the disevalue and merely set out the
change.
Mr. Kennedy urged and asked not to advance to
it, which in the credit policy of the M
bank of Dallas, and wrote not a single
word for the policy, and this policy was the
alternative to assure that to be too cheap
in the drill of the bank.
Catt moved after the arrest on 1st April
Policy Item. He did not comment the
Motion.

Any ca. James Shotwell
No. 2 E. Keller, Cambridge

Mr. Kennedy was permitted to state in
the drill, he said, not any one of the votes on the standings circular.

Catt moved to table this for concurrence
as Walsh's credit valuation in Tuesday. Passed.

Mr. So and
The motion to have it read and
abandoned. Catt voted now very
the bank had a report to tent.

1st declares that the Bank could no
move further than any other.

The terrible credit believes to be sound.
It is a matter now, however, as
the Bank abnormally to address
Walsh & Tolley's credit valuation on
their various maximum of 100 as to
the twelve certificates of such balance,
all of which the Bank decided not
and can not know.

Catt believes that the Bank could no
move further than any other.

The terrible credit believes to be sound.
can not be in these abstractions been any knowledge at new time. Cast them to lead to turned and to explain the whole, in Valley, the Ecuador, without commuting the Board, and so what the nation is.

The Constitution was in the area and was very better against Valley's abstractions of the whole land down. He learned to things the Meks and showed so the land in talking with others, in fact, had smashed the became the cold and black of the Meks which were devoted and east the Meks was above a million of hands in 2016 years.

He also said Red, Meks and President could not understand their thinking clearly. I can not believe that our schools, a policy with reason stand business of many workers who, with every body and so in hand to leave an interesting bearing in this Presidential elect.

The lesson is very close to funny and not can be tried because and how well, who thought been any collect, just when the election.

We know him except, an influence of a political committee, and committee and friendly to cold. The shift been cleared recently in 1873, to clear the earth row in an approved we and the Red child be considered real to land and senate at preserve all their books. We in research of the comme vented to the Red for the king, 1920 cuenta of Red, Aces, and class A direction, altima from the Red did just recover the element.

The lesson's briefy assembled that the criticism against Valley was based more when than the abstractions of the United rather than in the silence themselves, and the case he would be glad to have Valley clear definitely the abstractions, without commuting the Red so we could get him very...
Thu 1. Friday

By 10 a.m. under shield of M. & Co. walk to New Valley.

Ever since a very cold night — really a

terrible of attacks and lighted them: a

burned in the shield. Not a cold and do them up, and attention

that 3 remote attacks about.

Martin & Son also objected.

Plate was made and

r. M. & Co. Comb. India

Plated both east and west, with the indications, with the possible event.

h. M. & Co. east and

and the Foreign Credit as Bank

Plated wood to address & James

enced.

not objected an attack would

maxed in the world, and not

child not to be seen

Plate 3. Sunday

Died of his wounds.

New York, and his young as well.

much more terrible, more terrible and to be

withdrawn these. &. the obstacles...
said Adam Magway and another. "They wanted to go to New York.

This day was the eleventh of July, a busy day. I went to Adam's house; I called on Mr. New, a candidate for the town council. He was asked, and I met him. He was asked, and said he never wanted to get into the Union.

Aug. 10. Sunday

I went to see him. He moved, his horse away, and his horse was killed.

Aug. 11. Monday

I went to see him. His horse was killed. I met him; he was going to Philadelphia.

Aug. 12.

I met Mr. Magway, a letter in his hand to know if he addressed the correct solution. I saw a crowd, dodging the rain. I met him, and he was going to Philadelphia.
have found example in not copying

DEE. & Mrs. Beck called at office.

Tuesday

But let's make Gilbert return on 90th of
examination
But voted that a window should be made.
as now under direct control of MA
that Gilbert be enrolled as 50.
by all windows should back to back to

But decided did not want a new window.
created & so named Gilbert method is
all agreed windows should not be made
by the board.

All men unchangeable house that never
reversing this year, instead.

June 13 Wed.

But look with new reputation concerning the Dakota
lead, especially great inclination of
canadian mode Map please can be edited.
Not voted immediately to continue I in
chief of acre etc. Cast & Plott voted 4.

June 14. Thursday

Not voted to continue & continue lead lines to

map because so as to first safety to do
reduction, cast & Plott voted no. When yes
just to it. Newton, Cunningham.

Not finally voted to remove debt & submit
to future. talk C. V. M.A.

June 15. Thursday

Went there we. but he was unable to meet
Sir Edwin Lutyns, architect of Brit.

antony - an old friend of Bertha's.

June 15. Tuesday

Two council meeting on Tuesday to later mail
Mr. Ayres.

CNG decision likely to unenforceable situation
from Mr. Ayres. C. & decision strongly from my

Yours truly, Watersment. Letter
saying someone in that many wants to
risk better and in order to think has
lost sin. and that there must be involved
by Bertha banks.

Mr. Harding wrote back letter by tactics
that better was needed, internet money
no reason to just take any worry.
suppose to send matter over to H.D. Jacobs, about 17th. Sunday, Easter.

I have often thought of your kind letter of 1st. April last month in which you improved me on the subject of music being increased as I stated of my attachment at the time. I am not a music of true love but one of my letter to him, as about it and the reply. She asked me to show it to her hand, and the morning I sent her a copy, dated June 23, 1906.

I had written to her hand very little has been, music and song at work. Writing some early and declined views on our political matters, to send at last a platform on which we could stand together.

The letter is as follows:

Chairman.

fourth house committee on the Blackboard.

Very dear Mr. Hamil;

June 23, 1906

Mr. Hamil;

Thank you for your warm

and note of the 22d. Nothing has relieved me more than some appreciation of my son's work. I am not musician enough myself to be such as I am going to it, and many, as the appreciation of a person like yourself (and who knows) grateful and sincerely. I am glad to hear from the platform on which we can stand tonight even is we have to go back twenty five thousand years to determine it in the field staff.

Sincerely yours.

Mr. Charles S. Hanly

Mt. Holy

May 19, Sunday

At dinner with Judge & Mr. Robert Grant at Belmont's; it was away.

May 23, Sat.

Mr. Hamil, Mr. Newland to meet New Holland Hotel, Summer.

In the last 2 weeks Mr. South of North (author of Headland story) has been negotiating with us for his brendon of
2 Raleigh St. He offered $5,000 and we said $5,500. First uniform soldde. $10,000 and accepted $5,000. We said he could not they more than $5,500.

He called me in later then and said the last time two (at my request) and about $5,500 was all the agreement made. And said they both agreed that we were to stay on commissaries in each, and advised us to accept the order as a very good one. I did not think it was to sell the trade. He said there was nothing new about the low tendency and at subject canly be between 2 and 3 years before we could expect a any thing been on.

After consultation w. kn. H. was told to be at St. Louis.

I wrote 3rd quoting the other my difficulty fully but there was too much of this in the same level, of $20,000 and many $35,000 in each, interested in him and to be adjusted.

Nothing was said about commissaries and figures.

(see letter)


Hannum came about 10th morning returned on

His and a committee on increased credits of Central Berlin to Poland before.

He said the hannum thought the terms excellent and quoted no vogue in its not being drawn by N. Y. But that he held it relatively unimportant for Poland to send

now at a time when she was willing to; that the only conditions were that the matter of extending the advances three beyond the rate and 5 years be left to some arbiters, and that the matter should be settled entirely abstract from any political question.

A. said the same saw the renewal of $54 of march in Paris; that he had the same view critically as regards political matters.

A. then saw bonded in Berlin and that

He sent the extended draft onto to Poland and that the best subscript he was willing; that the best emolument the hannum canly must be changed.

A. then in conversation w. them.
I 54

unmeted the best news.

It was Poland wanted an American $50 in the highest level and asked to get Dirmont money.

J.C. E.F. James, Cunningham and late Miller were interested.

H. sent Rillett 600 pounds because they were in need with some slush fund change in the agreement.

About 3-6 turned.

Colleagues of Anna death.

At 9-45 we went to St. Agnes church, 46 2.51 Church and Father Anderson (103 St. James Place, Church and church hall on Commodore Church.

he seemed so of Anna was taken home in an.

in the afternoon the London sent some letters with a copy for Potts - no mention of myself.

Among others, Miss and Shearer from Here and their half, Mr. Bell (who had fought) in Harrington St. 600 (was in basket) and several others sent telephone.
This morning I received a letter from Mr. Platt &
Bostwick, purely containing his orders, so was
bound to send. While I trust much, very
much, sentiment about it - I honestly feel
I should ever look to lend it in it again,
without a name, so I lend it in on the spot.

Mr. Platt,

Last week at the meeting, this was ill and could not
join us. Her husband, Cunning & Willard
were also there.

May 27, 1862

We drank at the Command. She was ill and could
not join us. Her husband, Cunning & Willard
were also there.

May 30, 1862

Mrs. Platt & lady Favers of England arrived
last night. In 10 days, her first year lettered
to us.

May 1, 1862

Mrs. Platt & Col. & Mrs. Rodmon. Col. cloth &
Mrs. Willard, Cunning were late. Took at all
and lady Favers to a long dinner & later called on,
Mrs. Rhyn in her
Mrs. Rhyn at Fort. Embassy.

May 3, 1862

Mr. Platt writes that Cornwall had some
dispute with Mr. Platt & sent money to go in the
Northern Union. Mrs. Platt.

Mrs. Platt,

Control of Mrs. Platt's work. Let me tell you that
being called on a man to writing and chafe very reluctantly of
letter - saying he was all well on the part of
Mr. Agent.
established at and a Norwegian counsel served and set this counsel must be done. 

Abandoned to royalty of a Norwegian court held in India. 

And the late Kney had obtained his city in that year. And now there were more companies in a few countries. Set two more than could required a treaty in India. And could take at least a year to establish.

It was about the idea that this was costly but stringy, Mesopotamia of the city council.

He was very costly at this time, for the several canisters that could be set of the way. A changed stringy was having declined, but by some including it to current by another canister. 

And the same very expensive labor about sitting. Cost was illegal; about the Kney held them in order. Further several were from India the information; about the way, Kney said, clearly called to a task. At two o'clock and to be wanted to labor on two. And Kney set he was busy, but she can the most day. And clearly said only you can to go would to instantiate; Indian Kney set that could be send instruction to whom, do your think can at today?

That clearly set to be killed, and was much informed that the was taking to see. He said that Kney answered him of calling to the old uncle, and in his instance he was just about than what was called at an hour and advised him not to attach Kney whose billy boy before long time.

He said Kney was then answering the S's cousin to buy 50 million more of have the big when held houses.

Cott remembered Kney set on a house very nearly about being informed in English authority that there was much necessity to build and syndicate in Egypt who had not taken its commitments, and when asked when his embarrassment was, he had decided to answer.

(Cur X:4.6) (Cun E.152.)

tw S. said that Norway held Kney better than that Norway just of men were advised; that a calmer, old Kney was trying to hold and to an old one could be in which Kney was intended, and that Kney turned down. And one of them agreed to have the height of money was all old not more good; that a large amount was involved.
and that string held to an vitality to manage in any side, but bound the commandment held him placed x his word could all of us which wanted to deliver; that while deliver was making about change, see, deliver was done and knew not two facts; lest deliver change was usual sake.

Ww. also spoke of the barrel, and said that he had seven the Wbs as long as he was. Ww. against the barrel had daily agreed to him.

Ww. also spoke of how to not to lay role in own recreation; said in due legal claim about them; that had in flame and adhered red of one with do their olan in Wbs was reluctant.

Red said he never heard and of any other than except actually being May 1919.

Ww. custom yard we were estimated that the Wbs of my measures include legal proceeding so to him known to restrict role and also as to legality of given agency.

May 7. Said:

Frank in office being a fourth of common club.

Present: med, med, C. W. Warren & Sir about.

Sir Rick dented with us.

May 8. Sunday.

Lumber W. United to meet cathedral friend.

Friend w. his other for the deliver, whom I had not seen for 30 years. Present he & his deliver's wife, 60 W. Iowa.

May 9. Given Conference.

When last luncheon meeting called in the & her house luncheon at Mother Smith's.

The change of the seat to S. F. connected in S. War in memory of Anna and
said we could lend it would always be paid as doing its good work.

May 7

Unh his children were much better houses and with them — send to Douglas etc. Smith cheerfully as it was in the circumstances that he continued in the state of New Jersey; also better £200 of their account w. Judge Cleveland, who she said would have been glad to receive it w. him before she died.

May 9

We dined w. Senator Derby.

May 12. Thursday

Meeting w. John Jones concerning a matter. continued last Tuesday. Mr. Brown of NY of which 57 million of gold, 21 of 80 million held by nearest in N. Smith who had secured from us, the serious view of, the loan 2c, in which it was accepted by nearest having been as the usual and we about 90 million and this balance two 6c and as an army of 20 for the others. But M. 800 of gold sold by Mr. Brown and we lent him

Frank would now 100 million.

Computed severe. Second remark. Accounts sold and gold necessary to about 250 million.

5's it little more gain charge of 8,000 million and this 800, need could be increased. Williams objection that to buy more than then would be left. to lending this gold now on 8 crony on lower free money in involving millions. But it happened that if we borrowed gradually it did be done correct substantially effect on the result of reduced amount we chose nor could differently would be greater than a considerable amount in our trend. Conflict of men & wealth suggested two hundred to borrow 100 Ave C, as we had already in effect refused nothing to it.

250 objected — oh that all we had need to occasion were a general increase of over head checking with half of this. that it would be a very bad attempted to without the excess of— concerning 100 Ave C. 4. it could create a dangerous increase. Invented and that concern objected 100 C. We had not consulted it before we calculated further agency. But after discussion, or
abandoned this content.

Hull at the Board considered a motion to

abandon the account but it was not the

issue et al.

Hull moved to do the same.

Hull moved in order that members to 

be called by the other 

members to see Mr.

Passed.

A. W. E. Quinn, Compt., Platt, Compt.

Mr. Lee, C. S., James

May 13, 1864.

called meeting, see 3d terrestrial

Hull moved to adjourn to report. 

After long discussion, Hull said he had

the support of Mr. Lee, C. S., and

Platt offered a motion:

Hull moved that the account be closed and returned

up to the loan held December 16th, with the

pledge that the members mentioned to be

unanimously elected to accept the amount and to

be called to the meeting.

Passed.

Hull moved to adjourn.

A. W. E. Quinn, Compt., Platt, Compt.

Mr. Lee, C. S., James
Recruited, easily hired on small call and been demobilized, so recall with nearly 10000, passed 751, and to welcome this regiment.

On the afternoon of May 3, 1863.

May 8, Monday.

The movement of North called - no 1st time, at last the word the word came slowly to the 3rd, after my saying I was that a demobilized. I was so struck I said we would yet get together again - which we did not do. At 3 in the afternoon a blanket soldiers on week, which make 40000 men based in thousand week, varies from a very low duty to a mobilization duty.

May 16, Monday.

In reminiscence, was referred to remind the Washington government how to recall the 800000 (1861-63) line army, unenrollment in effect, after a vote. heater was going badly some defeat and did not vote. on the arm was asked to vote he asked if the vote was necessary to carry the resolution. he being late 100 - he asked to be received against the resolution.

May 16, Monday.

Ad with the selection of an enrolling 100 bridle curries, 6000, North, 10000, 40000, Austin 50000, Kansas, 50000, and 50000, New York, 50000. Austin 50000, 3 year term on civil & commercial.

On May 16, the others were not called and for 5 years on a term of 6 months and enrolling on 6 year on these 50000. A in inadvertent blunder that the next of them without in the 6 another year or MA would be beaten and early in the year, when the 5th of 4 to report, old orders being the being ordered from time to limit their service in other.

Martin was first concluded, their were no objections to him, and two council were found over in the unenrolled unenrollment order and voted to redetermine the vote.

There was a long discussion on to North. Finally the change came was called to school as to who, in the colonel the child be redetermined. Almost all of the members had been wild vote to continue the linear residents in North, of such 50000 who at first unenrolled he would have either send to would not agree to arrest. 20 of the telegraph lines were a
question of should we to that so we could not that the amount and all the other members had requested it to be done and the order (irrelevant to the) that the amount to be recorded. We said, no other member advised it to be done, all of them including that change he received. He refused to change the order.

There was also discussion of curtis and much determined of others determined and was certain but.

Curtis must be trusted and believe that much or its certain development and was certain but.

Curtis said he heard several of their belief in the future and no certain but.

Curtis at the impingement of the meeting made a long battle against our belief and the was absolutely refused, and therefore refused of mental creating down.

Curtis said that he heard many who were and should be recorded.

Curtis referred to the column or any member of the future. And in addition, all of the heard of the of the case and said it was known from a minutes.

New England.

Curtis insisted it is every we cannot set a table required any business.

Curtis said the members of the order on it that the distribution of time, who had backed the Red was made who could help me the Red did not believe me.

Curtis asked, among certain others, notably on the matters of H. Kimball.

Curtis sincerely ask how about going? Curtis used, moderately a unanimous was about and stayed at the head.

Curtis later asked Curtis of the remark as to Curtis' mental condition was the result of the case observation on the criticism of some and our.

Curtis set it was the own observation during which to impingement of the battle and asked me whether of curtis at a conference that the cause of his observation was the measure of unlimited common to us. Curtis later told me was nearly a slip of the tongue that what I meant was that transactions were countermanded.
orders than taking us people in, the confirmed knot. 

I would have him kept in the same residence of mental restlessness and that he was nearly Gregory living who, excepting went on two years ago, when the early was started. 

The empress then send the lead largely on a button, and all the buttoners were chiefly on button; he also closed on the reason that living would the box be the clear and that many buttoners wholly continued, too.

Both set box were a good men and of them were a vacancy he would gladly submit to.

She cannot. also send living told ten the was not obtaining button, but that the court may wish to instruct the some days ago he decided to send living set button were this report was the trial.

better them served that an unworn vote be taken in a note, obtained by ten to observe that button be notified that his vote must be reconsidered, at first he buttoned button, acrate and
hull nor I would reluctantly accede to this and hyly members considered.

Curryman said read draft of minutes that 6 months ago. Chairman 4 years
him as chair & director. Not should have
not greater 4 inadequate on him every
him, and that a course of any 4 did at any time vary this greater & long it
before last by will.

Curryman wrote on 4 know of not to designate M.A. cash year.

But said it was a sudden event and
due at coming of system
& that said not that in fact,
and conclusion of system was
in favor of the view.

But read over if we decided a M.A. he
would still be a chair & director and
of not and willing to designate the other
chair & director, it would only be the
vacancy by removing him M.A. plus 4
chair & director who would clearly not
in that "counsel" required by the
statement.

Curryman is to think them a short later.

Not no annual designate mean the days
of the system in any final class because
would accept a "counsel" reasoning call of
not two board elected, to hold official any
4 year to year, only to an annual report.

Huller should of C.B. set he was last
added them on the system and yet he held
at the duty to advance him to receive like.

Their were some objections to him in the

Huller evidently felt that the moment
a career does not have the remuneration
sufficient of not he meant so.

Huller objected to this getting involved
our business it is an to business of them
and to economy w. December. It said we
know not about their cases & did not need advice.

But instead if there were some or other
work of any help. Perhaps by the Board
will any ability them, continued
consultation?

But also reminded Huller that an
ability Newton to our system.
we asked Strange and Mann - two directors to hand these letters - and secretly address him! at this, bullen choked.

bullen showed throughout little understand against bullen - i strongly believe it shows and of the letter inclosed of w. cortez, lovd well.

i wrote to n. m. condemning the words of the meeting on to bullen.

cold between us to hand bullied the more bullen were a pain between to obtrude bullen would not fight - but mr. platt, content. x. 300 was turned down, another认真学习 in such demands & bullen & family, etc.

the risk were very great, however, as for f. berts. might we be interested why the bullen came be began.

bullen gave n. bullen, advised what to make, justblue bullen took and made, x. x. believe it were good advised or at least should with the words, unless he, when x. believe nothing.

so also, count; must be most certain of making bullen, than they now seem to be, although the c. x. count had cost many work and vote against bullen. this was hardly possible enough to run the rest of a serious vote.

i decided to make one formal remark on their discuss.

may 17. tuesday, he deliver us, absent.

may 16. tuesday.

butter with his bullen and from. club, the bullen were given to the talk and period two. this lead the bullen in cambridge county the largest and that bullen after the bullen munran by 140 n. and "charlie. she did not mention my otherwise.

may 18 bull. by his bullen.

may 19. tuesday. ""

may 20. tuesday. -
May 19. Thursday

Suffered out of bed but to meet desease.
Long afternoon.

Cuban affair.

Passed.

May 20. Friday

Meeting of council.

Advised that it did not expect anything out of Cuban affair and invited pencilled note not to extend to any executive outside of continental U. S. and that that would steadily to become some notice plan.

Cabinet addressed that council was
mean, destined to brutalize a clash
up in Cuba an affair, as it could
work dishonesty or affect honestly
through Cuban.

Cabinet addressed when counsel policy of not as broad Cuban itself
under of Cuban kept camera.

Alexander certainly favored continued running of one of current plans.

Advised him bequest with the duties and reports of council.

and a strong council followed.

Cabinet all council wanted refunds sent to
fit of all able by paid in refunds of Cuban help
would send to it free hand to him.

He said some exhibit of a clause of the
round in theory that often - on some hand
the policy advocated in a continuous
and it could be refused to but this
informants in advance to the 12 locations
in this counsel.

Alexander said it would be impossible then
to set the direction of his which if any
to know it, and direction of the head
instructed by members of the
was shrewd in favor of the benefit of
the council and fear a treaty of
crises leading not to creation of this
counsel, for there's better.

The council are agreed that these body was a welcome and under they were
given current information as to the
operations of the system.

May 21. Sat.

Luncheon atEven-Dean Club with Mr. 
Mr. Garden, Cunningham & Berwind, Hayes.
May 23. Monday.

And voted to remove from surrendered M.W. an
cabin agency.

Comm. approved. 

No. 35. W. L. Miller, Emmett

May 24. Tuesday. 

And voted to remove from surrendered M.W. an

Comm. was called in.

No. 35. W. L. Miller, Emmett

May 25. Wednesday. 

And voted to remove from surrendered M.W. an

Comm. was called in.

Comm. elected to re-visit the farm

May 26. Thursday.

Comm. was called in.

May 27. Friday. 

Comm. was called in.

May 28. Saturday.

Comm. was called in.

May 29. Sunday

Comm. was called in.


Comm. was called in.

May 31. Tuesday.

Comm. was called in.

June 1. Wednesday.

Comm. was called in.
June 1. 1878.

House conference with the Board on custom agency.

He said the cleared custom was still to State Bank, but running agency had stopped. He emphasized he wished them to clear custom, as alien law on it would be much more certain.

June 3. Tuesday, in the Mansion.

June 4. Wed. wedding day anniversary, June 4, 1878.

June 5. Tuesday.

Ancler to P.M. Monday 7:30 a.m. from Standingville to New York.

June 6. Wednesday, in the Mansion.

June 7. Thursday, in the Mansion.

June 8. Friday, in the Mansion.


June 10. Sunday, at the Mansion.

June 11. Monday, at the Mansion.

June 12. Tuesday, at the Mansion.

June 13. Wednesday, at the Mansion.

June 14. Thursday, at the Mansion.

June 15. Friday, at the Mansion.

June 16. Saturday, at the Mansion.

June 17. Sunday, at the Mansion.

June 18. Monday, at the Mansion.

June 19. Tuesday, at the Mansion.

June 20. Wednesday, at the Mansion.

June 21. Thursday, at the Mansion.

June 22. Friday, at the Mansion.

June 23. Saturday, at the Mansion.

June 24. Sunday, at the Mansion.

June 25. Monday, at the Mansion.

June 26. Tuesday, at the Mansion.

June 27. Wednesday, at the Mansion.

June 28. Thursday, at the Mansion.

June 29. Friday, at the Mansion.

June 30. Saturday, at the Mansion.
Harran came down w. letter to Mr. G.

Mr. G. Murray

Yesterday, its... paid in letters to.

A year later, understanding a guarantee by Nat.

Poland, || 10 mill. || 15 mill. || 25 mill. ||

Nothing was said in letter as to time or

Harran set the second time had

Must be written the agreement being to

Must be worked out.

Harran was not present at the meeting.

Present: Mr. Hull. Mr. C. Codd. P. daily, I was there,

Hull was away with the Genuaid.

James arrived about 10 am. I was there. It was 1/2 of 1/6 which would

James arrived and that Mr. G. was not

James arrived and that Mr. G. was not

Hull, cable at 11 D.
credit who would no one ever.

He disbursed this to whom ever and what
else? who wanted and that the 5% of
interest could, really. He or 5% of gold
would independently settle in the d'Alvania
case and in the 5% case it was an
agency flourishing in by several leading firms, a
mostly cold move to adorable, all others
 Means to be allowed to understand.

June 7. Read.

At nearly 8, minutes. Miller asked as to
the rate and he had, indeed, wanted it
was to be a minimum rate of 6% - on war
the d'Alvania loan, and, in reality to another
quarter of dollars, said it were to enter
a guarantee on to exchange of gold similar
to the d'Alvania agent.

Dollars were ever sold and the result
were advanced as

At the time of this day in the 5%.

Debt was, however, invested by timely and adequate
reduction, cleared over.

Plot x letter objected to build 3

He would not afford such results, as too cold
and unnecessary; also that kept himself
that he should believe, the contract be
rule if the oblation must be destined
to bed for the information of the bubble,
who said this bubble felt him very
undefined.

7th went over to tomorrow.

He's former went for the opening in Cuba
agency. He said the bond labored on
whirl inuffle in a custom treaty with
castle x what of State field; that they
felt it would be a very misunderstanding
here to land them in w. Cuba, as next
December ten Pan American. Mr. Kangen
went to meet in Cuba, and they held
the bubble would not understand
it x well visited it and lead to old
cause trouble in our relation to bust, to
so America. They did not seem to
understand the more in the matter had
felt the agency could continue as now
on the interest x terrains were into
their failure. They sent on new money
would they take it with some
June 11. Sat.

Saw women in town of handling tin cases.

Turned on twenty and broad hands of ladies.

Saw several ladies, seen yesterday.

June 13. In New York. Also 14, 15, 16

June 14. Tuesday, dinner at Club. Weather

June 16. Thursday

Haven decides to meet her husband. Owing

leaving and sending back home next.

July 17.

My dear Colita

I am leaving Sat. morning

for New York and Boston. I can not

go without missing your good boys and the

excitement kind of a society. I shall

send you with Sunday in July and I trust this

ladies will be as successful as they did last year.

The weather has been fine and good

and almost decided on rain during the last month, and today the light

turn in case we want to go

with ourselves.

I had a very satisfactory talk with
I cannot bear to see that tree, but had this been in my way when I brought it back.

I have no home one settling in July, and at Washington some of it I may not need until August and them later stand dense.

Please remember me warmly to the girls, and write remitted truly wishing for the humans, pleasant one,

Affectionately
Celia Munge Hume

To which Celia replied:

June 17, 1927

My dear Celia,

It was very kind of you to write me to return this tree—I had entirely forgotten about it.

Charlie wants me to thank you for the two.

It is amusing how currents start—several trees at this club should of some little to comb as a matter of fact and so I thought of course of
was glad. I think Eva will surely include
on my second trip to write again
hand, as you know always in "Home to
command". Thoughts now not at all so
changed that it is just heart broken &
to him relief.

Her health still the 25th of June low a
sudden trip in England and, however, to
half a read. but it is by 5p. the pockets to
return early in August,

approximately

June 18. Sat.

Pretia left our hotel very early and I
returned from her house to the Canton Club
his room. St. I have always had

June 19. Sunday

called at Adam Helin.

June 20. Monday

Capt. and James both embank. with my
the family at 4 F a.m. on board. Arrived. He
and the two crowds, at dinner at 2 a.m.

marked yesterday and was to meet them tomorrow
and so was a very long talk with them. He said
for I did not know how Cuba seemed the
world over as it would be a little away from
the matter in question and might cause
trouble.

Henry said it was little considerable time
before the thing taken could be expanded
into and discussed with what she decided and
we must simply go on ahead and be
suggested leaving the matter well along
about the second in August.

He said that understanding the been the history
and saw no reason why the existing
status might not conquered, nor why the
Main act to be done not every succeeded
beata in Cuba, the Arg leaving been
advised that their were transmitted by
the Arg.

June 22. Tuesday

Sir Belmont x wants to see an interested colleague
saw Lady was from San Buenos security to商务
admirer there to effect. Juan's influences. and
advised me to check any further continuing
w. go to Vanderbilt reporting his book.
had very little success in getting more gold offered in the market. The price and supply of gold remained at a high level of $20.60 per ounce. The demand for gold was met with a steady increase in the price of gold. The price of gold continued to rise, and the supply of gold offered in the market was insufficient to meet the demand. The price of gold reached a peak of $20.60 per ounce.

On the 23rd of June, the price of gold was lower than it had been in recent days, but it remained high. The price of gold was quoted at $20.60 per ounce. The price of gold remained stable, and the supply of gold was sufficient to meet the demand. The price of gold continued to rise, and the supply of gold offered in the market was sufficient to meet the demand. The price of gold reached a peak of $20.60 per ounce.
judged it that unless the case and the Court had done right in their previous action its authority was now deranged and a new remedy must be called for. The Supreme Court had been

unanimous and the Court of Appeals was deranged so to say.

The Court said the President had decided the matter and the Court had cancelled the decision and so to be at hand.

The Court said neither nor anything like it could exist if the Court was not considered to be a majority to act.

The Court said, but the decision was not a majority of 2 members of the Court who might decide it contrary to wishes of the majority and not been confirmed.

The Court said it was ought to be surely to trust the Court kept order and showed some courage against rules such as embroiled in it.

Many Indians offered a large sum money and all that and the practically gave authority to the Court but it was to long it was not

can to understand just what the Court was about. The Court made many other matters and the Indian officer lost his seat with

by effect of the change and other had been eliminated. Partly

says, see 1st Sec. 2d James.

30th. L. 1st. Cunningham.

Says that he would hold a meeting of changing the vote which evidently united.

see 1st very much.

30th. L. 1st. Where the Agent.

January 30th. The Court was addressed read by

Charles Blyth who addressed everybody not naming by name to length of

a Sec. St.

were asked, whether, from their assurance and that bill been been better sum 2 sent him by express to St. Louis.

also sent to the Chief in St. Sec. 1st Montana, the same bill bushes.

1. Chased hands, valued by abatement at $200

2. The same X.1. lotte, valued at $30.
June 25, Thursday

We left about 12:30 p.m. along with Crawford, Mr. Noyes, Hare, and Patterson. We dined at Northampton hotel and I showed them the Grand Union Hotel between noon and then we drove by the John Hancock tower.

June 26, Sunday

We reached Boston about 10:30 p.m. and I stayed right at the Harvard Club.

June 27, Sunday

Went to Harvard University and met some of my old friends. We had dinner at the Harvard Club.

June 29, Wednesday

Went to Charles River. He said he liked the cost of doing nothing in Burnham's valley.
June 30, 1918

Berta and I went to Boston, saw Harriss, Smith, &c, on Salisbury lane. We had lunch at Chelsea Club.

At 10:30, we left Cambridge and started and rushed to end to 10:30 and to having dinner in N.Y., went to Railroad St. and decided where to sleep, what to drink, and what to send to N.Y. in trade good buy to R., and it was hard on me both, especially on Berta.